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Affidavit in Response to Report and Recommendation 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

THEODORE L “TED” WHIDDEN, CASE NO.: 5:19cv80-MCR-MJF 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

LOUIS S. ROBERTS III, in his official 

capacity as Sheriff, Jackson 

County, Florida, and LARRY BIRGE, 

individually, 

  

Defendant. 

____________________________________/ 

Response to Report and Recommendation in  

AFFIDAVIT FORM 
 

 All statements within this document are sworn accurate and true by Plaintiff 

filing Pro Se as he finds himself in an adversarial role with the Court operating outside their 

authority, jurisdiction and venue.  The Magistrate “Report/Recommendation” appears 

substantially in error, errors which repeat patterns of corruption.  The Magistrate 

recommends bad ideas referring the case to lower courts, when in fact this Court has 

exceeded its authority thus requiring the case be ascended to a higher court.  Further to the 

bad recommendation that this case and issues are remanded to a lower court, the 

CORRUPTION initially uncovered and schemes were birthed in that lower court, thus they 

lack jurisdiction.  The corruption noted repetitiously by Defense and in this Court itself 
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began early.  We have now established two years of willful schemes, frauds, and deceptions 

by this Court operating complicitly with the Defense.  By the time of the “Court Bias” notice 

of 2/2020 it was apparent the Court and operators were clearly crooked.  It was not long 

thereafter they solidified their schemes making it undeniable, patternistic appearing Custom 

and Practice.  The corruption noted in this court and case are operating as a RICO protection 

racket for the lower corrupt judicial court and officers. In the Plaintiff’s first filing this Court 

was advised we were destined for the Supreme Court.  In attempts to derail exposure of the 

judicial corruption in this district the Court and officials went to abnormal lengths acting as 

accomplices (co-conspirators) to the Defense to perpetuate frauds and schemes of fraud 

referred to as RICO to avoid exposure of the color of law charades of this jurisdiction.  It is 

Plaintiff’s “Report and Recommendation” herein for this case and decisions to be moved to a 

higher court seeking one of integrity.  The seemingly absence of integrity in and leading to 

this forum appears a violation of public trust that permeates virtually every round. 

 Make no mistake, the Court, District Judge, Magistrate, and Clerks lack clean 

hands.  This will all be sufficiently demonstrated.  The abject failure of the court system 

through their own corruption, and their collusion in the corruption of the Defense, negates 

their authority and jurisdiction in these matters requiring the Court move this to a higher 

court of authority acknowledging and abdicating their corrupt hold on this longstanding 

series of issues.  There are no means to “cure” the abject failures and corrupt nature of this 

Court at this level.  The court’s corrupt agenda started and was underway long before called 
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out, yet once called out perpetuated.  It is clear the Magistrate Michael Frank is corrupt 

beyond measure.  He is not completely inept, but entirely crooked.  This indicates the Judges 

of the District are similarly lest they would be a better judge of character than to associate 

with someone of such low integrity.  This is a RICO protection racket scheme as it will be 

demonstrated.  This Court has squandered my time and resources for 2 years with this Color 

of Law charade pretending to be a Court of Law. 

 The gross incompetence and corruption of this Court, Judge, Magistrate and 

Clerk lacking clean hands throughout demonstrates “motive” to corrupt the case furtlher.  On 

multiple occasions the Plaintiff signaled the Court they were operating in a corrupt manner, 

yet their motivation to rule against Plaintiff in part to make their past schemes and frauds 

“moot” perpetuates.  YOU ARE ALL CORRUPT, and corruption perpetuates to protect the 

lower court corruption which is rampant.  The Magistrate and Clerk knowingly have 

committed numerous patterns of fraud now continue complicitly facilitating the crimes of 

the Defense.  When I requested recusal and change of venue, that was a kind way to say you 

lost jurisdiction. 

 Plaintiff requests this Court allow this document in its entirety as presented as 

this is potentially the last document from this Plaintiff prior to going to Appellate Court to 

overcome the numerous and substantial failures of process and schemes of the Defense and 

Court operating collusively in didactic schemes of deception.   Plaintiff further states this 

document in large part addresses the unlawful nature to include concealment and complicit 
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issues of this Court to facilitate underlying schemes, thus the Court, Judge, Magistrate, Clerk 

should not have any authority to block or address this document as they have blocked 

potentially HALF of all documents to this point in this case run amuck due to process 

failures by the Court.  This is NOT an all-encompassing document, yet an attempt has been 

made to make a sincere, clear presentation of the apparent disruption of process through 

failures outside the control of the Plaintiff.  The Court has motivation as what appears a 

complicit partner in the scheme of the Defense to conceal these truths, yet Plaintiff who has 

been denied reasonable due process throughout has motivation to continue seeking justice in 

a system appearing corrupt at seemingly each juncture.  Attempts are made here to make 

point specific reference despite redundancies to demonstrate the numerous patternistic 

failures of process and integrity.  Redundancies may appear and should be allowed on two 

major points: 1) The Court documents state in the unilateral opinion of (SAO) defendant 

representatives the Plaintiff is mentally unstable (This “mental” approach is a RICO scheme 

used unlawfully repetitively in the lower courts to commit crimes against the citizenry.  It is 

RICO with pattern.), 2) For completeness, issues are addressed in a multiplicity of 

approaches to demonstrate the multiple and dynamic fashion of the impairments to this case 

and others through corrupt judicial officers. 

It is written: Fraud vitiates every thing, and a judgment equally with a 

contract; that is, a judgment obtained directly by fraud, and not merely a 

judgment founded on a fraudulent instrument; for, in general, the court will 

not go again into the merits of an action for the purpose of detecting and 

annulling the fraud. 
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98 U.S. 61, 25 L.Ed. 93, UNITED STATES v. THROCKMORTON. October 

Term, 1878 

UNITED STATES v. KUSCH, United States District Court, S.D. California, 

Central Division, Jun 13, 1944, 56 F. Supp. 201 (S.D. Cal. 1944) 

Utilization of perjured, tampered, false, manipulated, and fraud-based evidence 

and testimony has been demonstrated by Plaintiff as routine from inception and 

throughout, not merely once, but consistent throughout from the beginning and 

ongoing for 5+ years.  This courts struggles to accomplice the foregoing criminal 

acts of what appears their co-conspirators.  This court has failed to address any of 

the reported deceptions or attempts of their partner.  This practice and operational 

failure of this court is believed to permeate custom and practice in attempts to 

conceal crimes against the citizenry who are being held hostage by a corrupt 

judicial process and corrupt application of process considered malicious and 

abusive.  There is longstanding perpetuation of a crime spree notably in this 

district of Florida in lower courts, seemingly protected as a matter of routine by 

this upper court.  Sufficient evidence is presented and discussed herein to establish 

custom and practice.  This court thus lacks the authority to adjudicate, deny or 

conceal this filing as well as previous concealments by those in this corrupt 

judicial process. 

 

 It is openly declared and clear for all to see there is a crime spree in this judicial 

circuit with Jackson County Sheriff (Marianna, Florida) perpetrating a wide array of RICO 

schemes and frauds against the citizenry.  It was further stated more than 18 months ago in 

this case that the only way the SAO, Sheriff and others in this district could continue this 

wide-ranging scheme of frauds and civil rights abuses was if this court was acting as an 

accomplice furthering a RICO protection racket scheme for the corrupt lower courts and 

judicial actors.  It has since borne out in this case numerous schemes and patterns of the 

court and officials stripping them of their authority to rule further.  They are forcing Plaintiff 

into a sovereign position as a result of their failure to respect their Oath of Office, U.S. 
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Constitution, Due Process, Civil Rights and rule of law.  Officers have failed in their oath of 

office, and it now appears a color of law conspiracy to pose as something that they are not.  

The corruption in this court has been exposed by this court.  Pro Se Plaintiff has struggled 

and waited patiently for judicial integrity to appear which seems lacking.  In legal terms 

there is no means to “cure” the defect in the integrity loss exposed by way of systematic 

schemes implemented by the court to usurp due process and civil rights of a potentially 

impaired Pro Se Plaintiff.  Corruption appearing willful and perpetuating in this court ends 

the authority and jurisdiction in this venue with requirement this court abdicate their position 

and forward this to the next higher court for recommendation.   Should that court similarly 

lack the integrity and the will to intervene then it shall ascend to the next higher court and 

continue seeking judicial integrity if it is to be found. 

 Plaintiff alleges the Defendant(s) (SHERIFF and BIRGE) engaged in and are 

sustaining numerous conspiracies and patterns of fraud (believed RICO in nature) 

demonstrated in part as outlined in Plaintiff Response to MSJ, and elsewhere for this Court.  

The Plaintiff has received copy from the Court of Magistrate’s report and recommendation 

dated 1/29/2021 following fraudulent MSJ.   Plaintiff submitted a request for “Expansion of 

Time” following review of the Report/Recommendation on or about 2/15/2021, granted by 

the Court to/thru 3/24/2021.  For clarity that request dated 2/15/2021 and innumerable 

concerns are attached to this affidavit as a proof and further sworn statement(s) to this 

ongoing abuse of process by this Court and Defense seemingly working in unison. In 
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response to that document the Court granted expansion of time as requested without 

comment to the nature of the content.  I would like the content addressed, and action taken 

by and against this Court and against corrupt actors as pointed out.  The 

report/recommendation is rather insightful yet appears willfully deceptive and corrupt by 

design.  It appears that someone has done a great deal of work to obscure material facts of 

the case.  In so doing the Magistrate for the Court realistically appears to be Counsel for the 

Defense preparing a dubious Motion to Dismiss. If this had been so simple, then we would 

have anticipated the Defense to file said Motion to Dismiss based on the Magistrates 

assumptions almost TWO YEARS AGO!!  We have been wrapped up in this whole RICO 

conspiracy civil/criminal wrangling for TWO YEARS and the Magistrate prepares a 

“Motion to Dismiss” as if the Magistrate is the most effective member of the defense team 

yet following the lead of the Defense he uses corrupted/fraud/forged information to 

substantiate his case.  Explanation from multiple vantage points will follow by Plaintiff as 

necessary to address with intent to end this charade.    

NOTE: 

1) Evidence was submitted by Plaintiff 7+ times to evidence numerous frauds and schemes 

by Defense.  (Numerous filings required multiple attempts to file to overcome blocking 

and didactic maneuvers of this Court.) 

2) Defense ran a multi-faceted fraud scheme series throughout this case, advised to this 

Court, and never addressed by this Court.  Not a single point of contention was ever 
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addressed by this Court despite numerous written pleas by this Plaintiff.   This Court 

willfully avoided ALL conferences and requests to address the Fraud Schemes 

perpetuated by the Defense including but not limited to: 

A) Concealed Evidence (Failed Brady Disclosures) made available for this litigation, but 

not ever seen before, (BINDER1.pdf) 

B) Evidence Avoidance Schemes. 

C) Mail Fraud/Avoidance schemes. 

D) Conference Avoidance schemes (While stating they occurred). 

E) Communications avoidance schemes demonstrated. 

F) Frauds concerning Rule 7.1B conferences, numerous outlined previously. 

G) Fraud to avoid Mediation advised to this court. 

H) Fraud to conceal depositions past and present. 

I) Fraud Evidence presentations in their Motion for Summary Judgment. 

J) Forgeries presented in the Defenses Motion for Summary Judgment. 

K) Fraud by way of concealment in the underlying case of Exculpatory Evidence deemed 

“Brady Materials”. 

L) Fraud by way of concealment in the underlying case of all depositions as a 

pattern/scheme. 

M) Frauds in the Rule 26 Disclosure of Defense masking name, identity, and role of 

“Deputy Edwards”. 
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N) Frauds in the Rule 26 Disclosure of Defense failing to address the role of “Jamie 

Birch”. 

O) Fraud in the Rule 26 Disclosure as Defense presents a list of only impeachable 

operatives in the ongoing conspiracy to which this Court now appears party. 

P) Fraud by way of concealment by Defense and Defendants in this and the underlying 

case noting with specificity these material persons being concealed to include their 

involvement: 

i) Jamie Burch, JCSO, is repetitively mentioned in the CONCEALED 10/8/2015 

deposition of Defendant BIRGE, yet BURCH is no where mentioned in the 

Sheriff file, nor in the third party files as an investigator, witness or anything.  

The only known reference to his role/involvement is the BIRGE deposition 

being actively concealed to this day by the State as demonstrated in the 

Response to MSJ.  Burch appears to be an alibi and material witness for 

Defendant BIRGE failures, yet has been concealed for 5+ years complicated yet 

further by the 2019 ongoing scheme to conceal this 10/8/2015 BIRGE 

deposition referring to Burch.  There may be a host of exculpatory and relevant 

information continuing to be concealed within this conspiracy to defraud this 

Court by Defense. 

ii) Failure of Defense to name Jamie Burch in their witness list (Rule 26 

Disclosure) furthers the concealment of a material witness with possible 
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exculpatory evidence.  The STATE effort by way of conspiracy and collusion 

MENTIONED IN THE 10/8/2015 depositions followed through to and thru this 

case as evidenced by the concealed deposition and material witnesses and those 

involved but not named.  Defense attorneys are furthering the concealment 

scheme of their client. 

iii) Deputy Edwards (Believed Sheree Edwards) is still being concealed as to name, 

person, sex, role, and involvement 5+ years after the case.  In a random and 

singularly the only data/evidence exchange with the Defense attorney they 

presented BINDER1.pdf with dozens and dozens of pages of exculpatory 

evidence implicating Edwards in a scheme to conceal Brady Materials.  

Edwards name as previously addressed to this Court by Plaintiff, and failure of 

conferences failed to flesh out the active concealment of the person, identity, 

role and involvement of Edwards as listing the Rule 26 disclosures of Defense.  

Note: Following complaint to the Court of the active concealment of the 

identity and role the Defense again filed an amended Rule 26 failing to address 

this issue.  Concealment and role is still concealed with the conference, 

subpoenas, and sanctions being ignored by Court. 

iv) Andrew Davis Whidden (Murder victim) (Ref ECF68): In connection with this 

case Mr. Whidden was killed or allowed to die while in custody (potentially 

murdered in connection to this and other case issues).  This occurred on or 
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about January 7-8, 2020 at a critical discovery period deadline.  The 

death/murder of Andrew Davis Whidden occurred SIMULTANEOUSLY while 

Plaintiff was being detained by an informant of the Defendants.  This brought 

attention to multiple references to Andrew Davis Whidden in the recorded 

communications with Defendants and Prosecutors in the underlying case.  This 

information is presently and has been concealed.  Plaintiff filed notice with this 

Court who promptly concealed the filing and matter without conference as they 

have every other issue in this case.  It is clear they concealed every matter 

without conference as there has not been a single conference in the case.  For 

the record, the autopsy of Andrew Davis Whidden following the potential 

assassination while in custody has been altered to mask material issues in the 

death and events leading to the death of this man.  The conspiracy to conceal 

perpetuates many paths and persons with virtual 100% compliance in the crime 

spree in the region often covered by this court. 

v) 2019 FOIA delays appear designed to overwhelm plaintiff.  The Court’s failure 

to address evidence, discovery, complaint, conference issues, and subpoenas at 

that time lead to an antagonistic role/perspective of the Court actively 

concealing material access to process.  In so doing these issues led directly into 

corruption of discovery, corruption of MSJ, frauds by the Court regarding 

Response to MSJ, and a host of distractions and corruptions of process 
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distracting from the material issues of the case.  Anyone in review can see the 

Court was far more distracted in facilitating distractions than case issues.  There 

was very little focus at all by anyone on facts leading to 2/7/2019 deposition by 

Defense followed by corruption of process without recourse by Defense.  It is 

anticipated there are additional persons and issues being concealed.  Allowing 

subpoenas to be served on third parties may serve to resolve third party/record 

authentication issues being concealed by this Court operating as co-conspirator. 

vi) The corrupted discovery process corrupted as a coordinated effort by the 

Defense offering fraud, forged, manipulated, tampered, and previously 

concealed evidence was one facet of a scheme.  Third party partner/co-

conspirators of the Sheriff/BIRGE and Defense were running a “slow-roll” 

scheme on FOIA and such while tampering materially, substantially the third 

party files.  This was a coordinated criminal scheme between Defense and Third 

Parties as a correct criminal investigation will show.  Meanwhile, the Court 

itself was running a similarly coordinated “slow roll” scheme utilizing a host of 

corrupt tactics.  It became clear these three schemes (Defense, Third Party, 

Court) were coordinated through a collusive effort.  As soon as it played out as 

far as it could with initial discovery period expiring requiring an extension, then 

Andrew Davis Whidden was murdered apparently to send a message.  With 

some delay it took a bit to get together the third party subpoena requests.  The 
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court clearly operating in a corrupted collusion scheme received the “Court 

Bias” and “Subpoena” requests in one package indicating subpoenas would 

uncover the Bias the Crooked Court so needed to conceal, so they denied the 

subpoena approach.  Failing this Magistrate began layering corrupted schemes 

to derail the efforts of Plaintiff.  As we look back we can clearly see corruption 

of the Court to pose as a Color of Law scheme taking undue advantage of Pro 

Se Plaintiff believed impaired.   

vii) This Federal Court is actively engaged it seems in the ongoing RICO scheme to 

cover for the Color of Law Criminal Enterprise known as the Jackson County 

Sheriff Department with schemes connected to this case of: Murder, Frauds 

(Numerous), Conspiracy, Theft/Conversion, Numerous/Repetitive/Patternistic 

Civil Rights abuses, violations of Civil Rights routinely as a matter of doing 

business under Cover of Law and Color of Law, with a host of criminal, civil, 

moral, and unethical failures with gross misuse of office, violations of oaths of 

office by a plethora of judicial officials as a matter of routine to facilitate what 

appears to be human trafficking, drug trafficking, money laundering and a host 

of criminal enterprise related schemes.  This Court has been advised numerous 

times in the filings of this complainant but continues to facilitate the 

concealment in this case and elsewhere.  A criminal investigation by DOJ is 

warranted. 
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3) Plaintiff recognizing the Court’s failures filed numerous notices referring to: 

A) All issues referred to above 

B) Manipulated Rule 26 Disclosure failures to include specific frauds. ECF73. 

C) Evidence Avoidance/Concealment. ECF116. 

D) Mail fraud schemes of Defense in conjunction with Evidence avoidance and frauds.  

(Multiple ECFs) 

E) Court Bias.  ECF75.  (Connects to subpoena request ECF76.) 

F) Court Delays/Manipulation of documents, data and dates.  ECF126. 

G) Court’s fabrication of narratives in what appears a conspiracy to facilitate a fraudulent 

attempt to kill a Response to MSJ thru a fabricated Rule 56 failure.  One specific 

example is ECF98/105/114 

H) Advice of Complicit nature of a host of Court manipulations on behalf of Defense 

with noted failures for addressing requests for Sanctions stemming from a multiple, 

repetitive nature of Fraud used by Defense.  One specific example is 

ECF114/115/116. 

I) This list is not all encompassing, due to the initially anticipated integrity of the court 

found lacking leading to the “Court Bias” and subsequent filings, noting the Court 

was in position one year ago in the appearance of corruption permeating numerous 

rounds leading to and subsequent to notification. 
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4) The Defense’s own filings/evidence have been demonstrated to be false, frauds, forgeries, 

and manipulated thus clearly demonstrating the willful deception of the Defense and 

Defense Counsel in this venue.  The Court lacks integrity it seems to address the clearly 

corrupted Defense.  As it was allowed by this Court it was continued by the Defense 

throughout.  The acquiescence of this Court granted consent it seems.  The Court 

facilitated the schemes as a willful participant and accomplice. 

5) Failed Brady Discovery information was provided in a corrupt manner to Plaintiff by 

Defense (Example: BINDER1.pdf).  At multiple opportunities in this case the Defense’s 

tampered documents were supplied by Plaintiff to this court in an effort challenge the 

authenticity of corrupt evidence.  Corrupted and challenged information made available 

by way of Defense was used by this Court to make report/recommendation using 

stated/demonstrated fraud documents.  The corruption of judicial practice is so 

permeating this case the Court itself is tripping over its own failure to challenge and 

demonstrate authenticity with corrupted frauds and forgeries supplied by the Defense.   

The Court has been adequately advised, yet promptly and consistently ignored pleas of 

the Plaintiff.  The documents provided by the Defense to the Plaintiff were made 

available to the Court to demonstrate the widespread crime spree and fraud schemes 

regularly employed by the Defense.  They were never to be used as authenticated data.  

By way of notice they were declared frauds, forgeries, concealed, and manipulated data.  
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The Court struggling to maintain their unsavory position as RICO Protection Racket 

continues to delve into the depths of depravity to perpetuate the fraud schemes of others. 

6) The evidence submitted by Plaintiff to the Court was used to evidence the Frauds, 

Forgeries, and Concealed data presented BY THE DEFENSE to further their scheme.  

The Court in one of its many perceived due process failures blocking conferences and 

communications regarding the deficiencies of the Defense concealed the use/purpose of 

the evidence the Court now uses to make “report/recommendation”.  The data used by the 

Court in this “report/recommendation” was presented to this Court to evidence the 

concealed evidence, failed Brady Evidence, forgeries and frauds of the Defense.  By its 

nature, the Court cannot use declared Frauds and Brady Evidence concealed for 5+ years 

to make determination in this case, lest the Court has facilitated the RICO scheme 

perfecting the Fraud of the underlying courts demonstrating the Protection Racket Nature 

of this Court to further RICO of the lower courts.  Noting: 

A) The “Discovery Process” in this venue did not serve us well in part:  

i) because the Defense and third party accomplices concealed information 

ii) because the Defense and third party accomplices continue to conceal 

information (SAO, Pub Def, Sheriff, etc.) 

iii)  because the Defense REVEALED information previously concealed (proving 

Brady Failures),  
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iv) because notifications to the Court of the ongoing evidence corruption schemes 

went un-addressed,  

v) and because Court denied opportunity to authenticate the known fraud/tampered 

evidence using subpoenas as a final resort.   

vi) Throughout this period Court denied “conference” opportunities to address 

deficiencies while ignoring written pleas of the Plaintiff.   

vii) The due process failure of discovery driven primarily by ongoing frauds 

schemes of Defense left the case muddled by design of the scheme. 

viii) The muddled schemes of corruption were not “adversarial” but rather criminal 

misrepresentation of fact (Fraud) to which this Court has partied with multiple 

rounds.  Corruption of judicial officials is entirely too routine to be a “mistake”.  

You all appear corrupt at every turn.  The Defense did not comply with process, 

oath, or integrity, because the Court is clearly covering for them as an 

accomplice. 

B) Third party accomplices of the Defense manipulated and concealed material 

information committing FRAUD to facilitate an ongoing scheme to which numerous 

lower court judicial officials appear party.  This Court appears complicit. 

C) As demonstrated in the Plaintiff provided evidence for this case the public defender 

(State) confirms in 2019 they are and have been concealing the file some 4+ years 

after the fact in violation of Fla Statute 24.70 Section 8.  (Collusion in the underlying 
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case evident and stated in the record by the Defendant.)  This Court must see the 

REQUIREMENT for use of Subpoenas in the ongoing concealment and tampering 

conspiracy afoot in the lower courts and officials.  Court failed subpoenas.   (Court 

RICO). 

D) The Court docket from the underlying case in 2015-2016 reveals multiple requests for 

“Brady Disclosure”, requests for Rule 16 Discovery, and requests for all form of 

evidence or disclosure leading all the way to and thru “trial” and file closure 4 days 

later, 2/26/2016.  Appropriate evidence/discovery was never made available, and 

cover-up continues to this day.  This blocks utilization of this failed Brady Evidence 

then and now as the Defense has demonstrated numerous integrity/fraud issues. 

E) The “discovery” using Defense’s fraud, forgeries, etc cannot be utilized at this late 

juncture to justify actions 5 years ago.  There was a requirement to disclose it 5 years 

ago, with failure.  Plaintiff provided the Defense’s frauds and outlined their frauds for 

this Court.  This Court as an accomplice it appears failed to take action.  Accomplice 

or not this COURT is remiss in failing to address the frauds, forgeries, sanctions, 

conferences, subpoenas, etc.  We have what appears abject failure of administrative 

and oversight of process. 

F) The archived files for the State as provided by 2019 FOIA from SAO and Jackson 

County Court Docket fail to reflect the alleged data and information presented by 

Defense and utilized by this Court.  The Defense has committed numerous frauds, 
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forgeries and deceptions demonstrating they are of low integrity.  The Court is 

concealing and facilitating their crimes in this venue failing to address nor allowing it 

to be addressed in this venue.  There is an authentication failure of court documents by 

way of the Court’s coverup schemes. Subpoena of Court and third party records would 

likely help resolve this. 

G) The State, SAO, Public Defenders, Defendants, Third Parties filed dubious FOIA 

responses using 100% tampered, manipulated, or concealed data, with additional 

concealments and manipulations ongoing.  Subpoenas were requested following 

reasonable period to obtain FOIA’s and examine them to find they had furthered a 

COORDINATED CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY with the Defense.  The Court knows a 

conspiracy to defraud and color of law crimes have been and are being committed, so 

this Court is covering for these schemes under their own Color of Law scheme in this 

case.  This appears Custom and Practice. 

H) The State (SAO) and third parties were legitimately “subpoenaed” in this Court/case 

when it was discovered there is/was no substantiation of the “evidence” alleged to 

have been available or on file some 5 years ago.  The subpoena was requested at a late 

juncture with explanation that the Court records, files, and evidence were being 

manipulated, and subpoena was anticipated for authentication and verification.  This 

Court which has been found operating in complicit nature in a scheme with the 

Defense blocked that subpoena request which should have served to provide 
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legitimate evidence verifiable by third party archived record.  This Court could allow 

subpoenas now adding clarification of the record.  We have time. 

I) Evidence provided to this Court by the Plaintiff was consistently made available 

leading to subpoena requests to allow verification.  The tampered archived files are 

being concealed by this Court facilitating the cover up and schemes related.  Let the 

subpoenas fly. 

J) The State (SAO) is believed to have manipulated their third party archived record as 

stated numerous times as a violation of USC Title 18 Section 2071.  This is a routine 

(custom and practice) manipulation of records that will be born out via subpoena.  

This Court in blocking subpoenas is running a protection racket scheme to cover the 

widespread judicial fraud (crime spree) in the lower courts.  This was predicted in the 

opening of this case and it continues to bear witness throughout this handling.  

Examination of third party subpoenaed records for authentication is in everyone’s 

interest.  It is actually a requirement following RAMPANT FRAUD at this juncture to 

find common ground in a data file with third party verified/authenticated data.  No one 

in this case should have issue with subpoena unless they are involved in the fraud 

scheme/conspiracy believed to exist. 

7) The utilization of data presented 5 years after a dubious warrant/arrest, failing to verify 

they were provided to the Court, the officials, the accused, etc whilst committing wide 

ranging frauds and schemes on 1000+ documents, facilitated by potentially 100+ people 
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all working to further a scheme is unlawful.  If this were available 5 years ago then why 

not pursue, prosecute?  We are being held hostage by ongoing schemes for 5 years.  This 

Court is being manipulated by frauds of the Defense, yet they continue to facilitate their 

schemes.  The Court is either a partner of the crime or a victim of the crime.  It would 

seem simple to sort out if there is any integrity to be found in this Court. 

8) This Court gives recommendation that Plaintiff cannot utilize evidence made available to 

Defendants after arrest, yet this Court erroneously makes available the option of the 

Defendants to use data concealed for 4-5 years.  Court appears bias and corrupt utilizing 

known frauds to prove the Magistrate’s point.  In so doing, the Magistrate advocates a 

fraud with knowledge in this court. 

9) The original warrant is corrupted by way of concealed exculpatory evidence and “fruit of 

the poisonous tree” issues stemming from 4th Amendment violations concealed for 4+ 

years.  The evidence demonstrates that exculpatory evidence available to the Defendants 

was available to them prior to warrant, prior to arrest, prior to trial.  This exculpatory 

evidence was concealed by way of a scheme by Defendants with knowledge.  This data at 

no time shows up in any third party archived file, and presumably was buried by 

Defendants while running a scheme.  Known Brady Disclosure scheme was afoot and 

remains on numerous levels.  The Court must recognize the significance of 1000+ frauds, 

concealments, schemes, manipulations. 
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10) Recorded testimony of the Defendants presented to this Court demonstrates the 

investigator never left his office, never did an investigation, and never had reason to 

believe a crime had been committed.  The statement taken by investigator was with a 

known unreliable complainant despite Defendant BIRGE lie under oath in deposition 

10/8/2015.  Noting the Defendant demonstrates that he will lie under oath routinely 

obscuring any truthful testimony, impeaching his integrity.  He and the complainant 

replicated this scheme before (Jessica Millard) and after this event series, and yet he 

advises in deposition he did not know her.  This is a lie under oath.  The Defendant has 

run this same scheme partnering with the same dubious complainant months previously 

making it repeat custom and practice scheme.   Further a recording of a Sheriff employee 

made available in the third party archived files appears an admission of threats and RICO 

scheme by personnel of the Sheriff/Defendant which played out precisely as stated.  

Irrespective of when the Defendants discovered their role in the conspiracy, they had an 

obligation to address the scheme of their own making.  The conspiracy “count/charge” 

whether “worded” correctly or not for this complicit Court for application in this Court 

does not rule out the discussion of a known conspiracy as stated.  The Court needs to stop 

the Protection Racket cover of law illusions. 

11) Noting the conspiracy reference above the Court appears manipulative of fact 

and law to dis-allow Conspiracy/RICO charges in the instant case.  The Court being a 

complicit partner knows there is indeed a conspiracy playing out previously and 
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throughout these color of law proceedings.  The Court owes it to this Plaintiff and to 

those involved to allow pursuits of conspiracy charges/count. 

12) The recorded deposition of 10/8/2015 considered exculpatory evidence, and 

concealed Brady Evidence could have been used to absolve Plaintiff (Whidden) of any 

culpability in a crime that never existed.  Meanwhile, we see in 2019 the Public 

Defender’s office on 2 separate occasions denies the existence of the recording or the 

deposition itself.  CLEARLY the collusion discussed in the recording is revealed by the 

coverup and the nature of the recording itself.  The public defender failed in his fiduciary 

responsibilities to kill a case.  The public defender being crooked and incompetent was 

never accepted nor assigned by Plaintiff (Whidden, then defendant).  The public defender 

was appointed by the State in a State organized scheme founded in the deceptive 

complaint scheme/fraud which is RICO.  Public defender records remain unlawfully 

concealed in violation of Florida Laws, Judicial Rules, and material issues believed to be 

addressed in those files remains part an active scheme of concealment.  Subpoena would 

have clarified numerous issues.  Corruption in the state level judiciary is rampant, thus 

requiring this case be handled outside a venue in their chain of command or control.  

RICO crime spree exists in this judicial circuit. 

13) The SAO (prosecutor) who assisted in the concealment of the 10/8/2015 

deposition of Defendant BIRGE failed in her responsibilities under Prosecutor Rule 3B 

requiring them to drop a case when they cannot prosecute.  It is and was always a fraud 
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scheme by the State using the Defendants in their scheme.  Recorded evidence with 

Defendant BIRGE reveals the SAO was driving an agenda.  Subpoena would have helped 

address/resolve this. 

14) The 2019 attempts of the SAO office to manipulate, delay, and tamper the 

archived file while acting complicitly with the Defense was all part of the Fraud scheme 

continuing to unfold which now involves this Court.  The failed subpoena requests 

allowed the Court to help conceal the third party record manipulation, thereby blocking 

legitimate attempts at verification/authentication of known tampered/fraud evidence.  If 

the fraud is “perfected” thru the due process failures of this Court then the Court is once 

again complicit in lower court schemes.  It seems corrupt from the vantage point of a 

Plaintiff denied conferences, sanctions, subpoenas, and action by the Court failing to 

address rampant fraud demonstrated numerous ways as a scheme ongoing in the Court’s 

jurisdiction and venue.  The Court appears party with knowledge and intent. 

15) Additional examples of administrative and bias issues and patterns of this Court 

will be presented as I move along through this document with multiple listed schemes 

nearing the end demonstrating custom and practice for this federal district. 

16) Noting we are filing this on the 2-year anniversary of filing this case/complaint 

with NO CONFERENCES whatsoever; multiple repetitive completed frauds, failures and 

deceptions by the Defense; authentication/discovery failure; and a host of listed 

problems.  The Defense KNEW THEY HAD NO REASON TO COMPLY with process, 
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because they KNEW the Court would cover for them.  It clearly appears a corrupted 

scheme making everyone look crooked.  The Defense knew the Magistrate and Court 

would manipulate events in their favor.  Can you see it?  In July 2019 Plaintiff advised 

this Court the only reason this crime spree continues in the lower court system is due to 

protective oversight or failures of this Court (Color of Law RICO).  A legitimate federal 

criminal investigation is in order. 

17) Unlawful, unwarranted targeting of Plaintiff persists through an excess of 100 

corrupt officials and entities.  Understanding this expanding RICO entangles all from the 

beginning to the end with all party to the conspiratorial schemes of those before and after 

them.  This Court by seemingly unlawfully blocking the conspiracy charges and other 

actions in this case leaves open possibility of future prosecution of all.  The corruption 

under these color of law schemes can end at any time or continue. 

18) I have openly and repetitively called into question the ethical standards of the 

Defense with proofs with no response from this Court.  The Court operating in failure 

allowing such corruption in its once perceived jurisdiction and venue has similarly been 

questioned failing numerous due process and multiple ethical concerns addressed above 

and within this document and elsewhere.  This judicial process lacks integrity of judicial 

officials.  It is rather simplistic to see amidst numerous failures.  This Court likely lacks 

the ability, jurisdiction, and venue to adjudicate these matters and they should be raised to 

a higher level seeking integrity. 
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I would like the opportunity to address specifics within this document of the deceptive 

nature the Report/Recommendation has taken on.  It is Plaintiff’s feeling that this needs to be 

addressed and failing so many due process and civil processes to this point this should be 

allowed.  The Court does appear corrupt and complicit concealing well thought out and 

presented failures for 2 years in this process, yet killing Plaintiff filing(s) seems to be part of 

the plan to conceal the RICO afoot. 

 

This same information/evidence utilized by this court was challenged previously by Plaintiff.  

The Magistrate ignored, and the Magistrate blocked subpoena attempts to authenticate the 

fabricated data.  The Magistrate appears corrupted in this case with repetitive attempts to 

throw the case while the District Judge hides behind this RICO scheme presumably to 

support a ruse for “plausible deniability”.   Plausible deniability for the District Judge is 

absurd as ample opportunities have been made for the District Judge to intervene in a fraud 

scheme under her management and control.  The Magistrate and clerk have previously 

implemented what appears multiple fraud schemes to further a co-conspiratorial agenda in 

what appears an ongoing RICO scheme under Color of Law.  Now, in review it appears this 

is how this Court functions in Custom and Practice as will be demonstrated. 

 Plaintiff’s right to proper litigation opportunities and judicial resources should 

not be blocked due to corruption in the Court.  Corruption in this Court has been ongoing 
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throughout it seems and the corrupt magistrate appears to use corruptions inserted by his 

team to throw the case for Plaintiff.  This should not be allowed.  This type/style practice 

appears routinely used by this federal district to obscure rights of litigants.  These are not 

hollow nor insignificant words.  All will be borne out.  The judicial operatives typically 

engage attorneys attempting to preserve working relationships therefore these corrupt 

judicial tactics are not adequately challenged in their corrupt schemes seen as custom and 

practice RICO.  It has flowed so smoothly in this and related cases/filings for years it should 

now be plain and simple to see as revealed in part herein. 

 Plaintiff despises the corruption uncovered over and over in this process which 

reveals corruption of the judicial practice repetitively at all levels.  Plaintiff deserves a 

higher level of integrity then demonstrated by this Court, the Defense, and Defendants.  This 

is a crime spree under Color of Law corrupting the rights of all impacted. 

 This court and process has ignored numerous requests for sanctions and review 

of frauds and forgeries by the Defense.  The Court is corrupt.  The Defense is corrupt.  The 

two are operating in criminal collusion.  The underlying courts too operated in criminal 

collusion as demonstrated in part in the concealed deposition of Defendant BIRGE 

10/8/2015. 

 

To address specific line item issues and difficulties (pardon the redundance) in the 

“Report/Recommendation” which should be disregarded: 
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MAGISTRATE/COURT (Part 1): 

Previously Plaintiff has addressed the nature of the Magistrate’s relationship to the Defense 

accurately as: 

1) Request versus REQUIREMENT:  Following an aggressive, outrageous, malicious 

FRAUD SCHEME attempted, addressed and revealed involving the Magistrate and 

Clerks in May 2020  (ECF98/105/114) following a long standing suspicion of schemes 

which are now proving out, Plaintiff “requested” recusal of the Magistrate and Clerk(s).  

Whereas the “request” was a polite way to say your office is crooked and so are your 

people, it was a “requirement” for the recusal to happen with or without request of the 

Plaintiff.  The Court failed to protect its authority and jurisdiction of the case, and lost 

that presumably May 2020 if not before.  The Court HAS A REQUIREMENT TO 

PURGE these criminal operatives and to pursue a legitimate IMPEACHMENT from 

office/assignment.  This is for cause and corruption. 

2) Following the “request” for recusal the District Judge had a REQUIREMENT to act.  

Failing to act the District Judge once operating as Chief Judge for the region had a 

REQUIREMENT and responsibility to act.  The District Judge was given additional 

opportunities to address the ongoing and subsequent issues by way of “Change of Venue 

due to Corruption” requests, Motions to Strike Magistrate Actions and other numerous 

moves by Plaintiff case, person, and lawful pursuits being held hostage by a corrupt 

judicial system and practice.  The District Judge has a responsibility to act upon “request” 
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which in truth is a “REQUIREMENT” to act.  This likely prejudiced the Judge’s 

authority and jurisdiction failing to act.  Further issues concerning this Judge pre-

determining litigation without hearing the facts further corrupts this District Judge, yet it 

appears practice at this level to corrupt authority and jurisdiction opposing due process 

rights of Pro Se litigants.  This will bear out as we move along for cause and corruption.  

(Note: This District Judge has previously made two biased poorly founded 

determinations demonstrating established bias to be demonstrated within.  Bias corrupts 

this entire court at this level thru corrupt custom and practice.) 

A) This District Judge has previously issued preliminary advices that Plaintiff could not 

litigate against corrupt SAO (State Attorney Office) and prosecutors despite 

widespread, well established malicious prosecution issues.  This District Judge is 

arguably bias, incorrect, and corrupt in their blanket application of immunities. 

B) This District Judge has previously issued preliminary advises that Plaintiff could not 

litigate against corrupt SAO (State Attorney Office) and corrupt Circuit (State) Judge 

for malicious use of “Mental Competency” filings lacking substantiation, service, 

implementation, or evidence as stated and/or required in the nature of the filing.  This 

District Judge is arguably bias, incorrect, and corrupt in their blanket application of 

“cause” and facts of case supplying on behalf of corrupt defendants “affirmative 

defense” issues.  The Judge and this District are too quick to misapply 
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rulings/adjudication, and local attorneys are remiss to address the Court’s corruption, 

noting; 

i) In the Defense Attorney (Magistrate) Michael J Franks report and 

recommendation he refers to a previous “report/recommendation” leading to a 

ruling by Judge Hinkle regarding a “wanted poster” who filed a “With 

Prejudice” order blocking a legitimate cause of action against these same 

defendants by this Plaintiff.  Judge Hinkle’s endorsement of a corrupt 

“report/recommendation” by a corrupt Magistrate in this District was likely the 

first hint of deep penetrating corruption which is now seen to permeate all 

proceedings.  The repetitive, malicious nature of Magistrate 

filings/reports/recommendations is demonstrating patterns of corruption 

involving this district and Michael J Frank himself.  This is a Color of Law 

scheme being run in this District no doubt. 

ii) When the original “report/recommendation” of Michael J Frank was made in the 

quoted situation (previous foul ruling) it was imperceivable that such as bizarre 

stance could/would be recommended or affirmed.  Plaintiff was not aware that 

such blatant incompetence and corruption was adopted and endorsed by District 

Judges, thus did not respond to the absurd recommendation of Frank in that 

instance.  Yet, again in the instance herein the Court is substantially off track as 

if this protection racket administration permeates always.  We now have Frank 
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in two targeted yet bizarre malicious miscarriages of justice.  This all seems 

strange. 

iii) As a peculiar historical note referring to this new knowledge of the event 

(Hinkle’s biased/corrupted ruling) it triggers remembrances of a host of 

shock/trauma and seemingly criminal hostage events leading to and thru 2017-

2018 with wide-ranging frauds/blackmail referred to on record; “Stay of 

Execution”; leading to Hurricane Michael, 11/9/2018 Section 768 letter filing, 

11/18/2018 WCSO retaliation and response, forced employment 12/26/2018 by 

corrupt counsel, non-payment, 3/24/2019 filing, 5/2019 filing, 7/2019 filing, 

12/2019 slow roll scheme, as it continues. 

3) The Defense provided virtually nothing but FRAUD evidence and documents throughout 

this case and underlying case(s).  The Court operating complicitly is running a scheme it 

seems to avoid authentication thru subpoena and other methods.  The corrupt court is 

utilizing evidence stated as FRAUD by the Plaintiff presented to this Court to 

demonstrate the FRAUD/Concealment/forgery schemes of the Defense.  The Court 

ignored multiple notices of fraud, fraud schemes, evidence manipulation and a host of 

issues, avoided subpoena for verification, and avoided conferences to address and discuss 

for TWO YEARS.  The Defense is clearly corrupt.  The Court is clearly complicit.  The 

underlying judicial offices and officers are clearly corrupt.  The 14th District of State of 

Florida is clearly corrupt, and this Federal Court facilitates the ongoing corrupt schemes 
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with knowledge as demonstrated in part in this case.  This is a repetitive theme in this 

case and related filings.  It will become necessary to appear repetitive to address the 

numerous instances represented in the document set I am addressing, but the scheme is 

pervasive by this Court and Defense operating collusively. 

4) The District, The District Judge, The Magistrate, and the Clerk are all impeachable from 

their jobs, position, and authority.   You likely have lacked authority and jurisdiction 

since May 2020 or before as you continue running corrupted, didactic tactic schemes 

under Color of Law.  As you move along you are operating outside of suitable 

jurisdiction, authority and venue running schemes.  It appears you are all corrupt and 

criminal (RICO Protection Racket Operation) and thus the reluctance to call for a Federal 

Criminal investigation USC Title 18 Section 2071.  To facilitate your crimes, you corrupt 

subpoena requests to authenticate documents to facilitate schemes you are covering for in 

this venue.  You appear complicit and a co-conspirator to a multitude of schemes. 

5) Court via Magistrate and Clerks initiated schemes as Co-conspirator furthering a fraud 

scheme in an attempt to fabricate a Rule 56 failure to provide affidavit.  (ECF98/105/114) 

6) Court as a complicit partner with the Defendant was described (ECF114/115/116) as the 

Court under direction of the Magistrate has facilitated a wide array of criminal/fraud 

schemes of the Defense while refusing to address or take action on their partner. 

7) RICO protection racket management.  The Magistrate appears to be directing Jeremy 

Wright (related to the original claimant Jennifer Nicole WRIGHT Slay?) as one of the 
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protection racket managers while having the Deputy Clerk Jeremy Wright construct 

fictious narratives and illusive schemes to slow roll claims processes, running out the 

clock on filing and opportunities. 

A) By 2/2020 ECF75 Plaintiff found need to file a “Court Bias” notice to this Court due 

to a pattern of corruption becoming undeniable in the operations of the clerk, court 

and systems. 

B) Leading to the 2/2020 “Court Bias” filing we noted “slow roll” schemes utilized by 

the Clerk/Court to run out and/or use inopportune timeline responses as would be seen 

by an attorney in any adversarial role.  One exemplified thread would be the slow roll, 

rejection to acceptance scheme of the “Second Amended Complaint” finding tacit 

approval on virtually the last day possible for it to be addressed, buried between 

Christmas and New Years. 

C) The “slow roll” amended complaint scheme ran out time for discovery effectively at a 

time while the third parties to the case were slow rolling and filing tampered 

evidence/third party files.   The manipulated evidence began coming in arriving in late 

Nov 2019. 

D) The “slow roll” scheme of the SAO and Public defender office (third party interests in 

the ongoing conspiracy) leading into November 2019 was coordinated with attorneys 

of the Defense to include Tim Warner and Alyssa Yarbrough as can be demonstrated 
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through criminal investigation tracking the motive, approach and purpose of the USC 

Title 18 Section 2071 tamperings of the State in the SAO file. 

E) The “slow roll” scheme of the SAO and Defense are believed coordinated with 

members of this Court who have been caught in numerous scandalous attempts to 

interfere with the civil and due process rights of the Plaintiff.  A proper criminal 

investigation will demonstrate abnormal (unlawful), unethical communications 

between the clerk/court and the Defense.   Abnormal, unethical while denying open 

lawful communications with Plaintiff and all in a proper open forum. 

F) The multiple unlawful slow roll schemes in 2019 all appear coordinated.  The Defense 

was clearly assured by the Court they did not have to lawfully or properly comply or 

reply to hardly any communications.  It appears known the Court and others would 

materially tamper all that was needed to further the original criminal enterprise’ 

conspiracy which is ongoing as demonstrated numerous ways. 

G) While seemingly trapped on a treadmill of complaint approval with the corrupt clerk, 

the third party archived files were being tampered to facilitate a fraud scheme.  Those 

documents once tampered facilitate the material misrepresentation of fact (frauds) of 

the Magistrate in his “Report/Recommendation”, thus it would appear the fraud of 

third parties was “perfected”. 

H) The evidence provided to this Court end December 2019 was provided unvetted to 

avert the corruption of process that was being facilitated by clerk, court and third 
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parties.  That evidence to remain consistent would be submitted no less than seven 

times before the court would accept the presentation and attempt to document the third 

party and first party corrupt actors. 

I) The subpoena requests ECF76 Were filed on or about 2/18/2020 due to the apparent 

discrepancies in archived third party files, FOIAs, and the inability to corroborate the 

corrupt evidence of the Defense with the third party tampered file.  It was very clear 

there was a coordinated effort to defraud utilizing crimes punishable by USC Title 18 

Section 2071 for tampering official files.  This court and clerk appear entangled in that 

scheme and it is inseparable from the lower court schemes to create this effect.  

(ECF76 connects to ECF75 “Court Bias”.) 

J) None of the evidence was authenticated by way of third party subpoena as the court 

now clearly operating criminally in their role in a scheme blocked subpoena. 

K) Upon realizing deep penetrating corruption of judicial officers Plaintiff called for 

conference (ECF76) (Face to Face) to address and resolve the numerous patternistic 

issues which has tainted this Court, Defense, Officials to include Magistrate and 

Clerk.  Plaintiff was denied legitimate worthwhile needed conference to address this 

court in civil manner.  In seeking ECF reference it is determined the 

Court/Clerk/Corruption may have struck Plaintiff’s requests for meetings. 

L) Failing conference, subpoena, evidence authentication, the clerk and court partied in 

multiple frauds and deceptions to further a ruse to destroy the Plaintiff opportunity to 
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reach trial and/or lawful resolution.  This is clearly outlined in the (ECF109?) fraud 

scheme of the clerk/magistrate/court. 

M) The filing of response to the court for the Magistrate’s fraud attempt ECF114/115/116 

is clearly an embarrassment to this Court requiring action, but none occurred.  The 

issue was not addressed, no conference, nothing.  The criminal enterprise continued 

thru “willful blindness”/”contrived ignorance” as seen leading to this. 

N) The follow up filing outlining complicity this court and officials as “Complicit” “Co-

conspirators” with the Defense in their corruption was similarly an embarrassment and 

ignored by this criminally operating court. 

O) Failing to remove the corrupt players yet remaining true to the corrupt play book the 

“Report/Recommendation” written by corrupt players motivated to further their 

scheme reflected on a previous corrupt set of “Report/Recommendation” made official 

thru corrupt use of “With Prejudice” filings by other members of the Court.  Michael J 

Franks has corrupted two events and rulings at minimum to and thru this corruption 

being addressed to date. 

P) The corruption of court operations was noted and needed addressing in February 

2020, with fraud attempt/Rule 56 corruption scheme following notice in May 2020, 

with issues continuing onward overlapping, leading to the corrupt application of 

evidence in this “Report/Recommendation” 1/2021 referring to previous 

“Report/Recommendation” schemes in 2017.  The lack of integrity and corruption is 
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frankly overwhelming and mind-numbing.  Michael J Frank is clearly corrupt and 

crooked. 

Q) Evidence avoidance and corruption schemes were advised to the court with no 

significant response, notice, nor conference of any form.  There were multiples of 

these notices to the point the clerk is believed to have ignored and failed to file or 

copy the notices to docket. 

R) Leading to this point it is indicated in docket filings have “Numbers” on occasion 

hand-written on the document indicating 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th attempt at filing.  This was 

done due to the ignorance (ignoring) of the Court/clerk and the requirement perceived 

to file multiples.  This should have served as notice to the court of corruption, as it 

clearly indicates after the fact. 

S) At times Plaintiff filed notices to the court with two different clerks (ECF98 plus 

others) (Tallahassee and Pensacola) due to the clear obstruction of process occurring 

in the case.  This should have served as notice at the time, and should clearly indicate 

after the fact. 

T) On occasions the Magistrate advised the clerk to return filings to the Plaintiff which 

he did not.  If the truth can/will ever be told by this Court then Clerk will admit that 

Plaintiff had to call and trace filings to include original/copy access. 

U) It should be noted that on multiple occasions Plaintiff sent in filings with more than 

one in an envelope.  On these occasions it was noted the clerk/court would 
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acknowledge one but not all in a package.  This caused substantial delay, confusion, 

extra effort, and this lead to and followed filing the “Court Bias” notice (ECF75) and 

was part of what prompted that notice.  The court to conceal their ongoing corruption 

schemes avoided conference and opportunity to address it. 

V) The hazards of corrupt operational management of this Court and personnel appears 

inescapable in this venue. 

W) Plaintiff filed multiple requests for “Change of Venue Due to Court Corruption” 

(ECF126/119), these are legitimate requests due to issues mentioned herein and 

excluded to keep this filing down to a reasonable size.   It is clear from any vantage 

point to see corruption in this judicial mismanagement system wherein corrupt 

officials hide behind “immunity” applications they improperly extend for their RICO 

partners.  Meanwhile, the two “Change of Venue Request Due to Court Corruption” 

stem from Court initiated, implemented, and sustained errors, namely: 

i) Failure of the Court to address the Rule 56 Affidavit scheme attempted by the 

Magistrate and Clerks. 

ii) Manipulation of dates, postmarks and posting to docket by Clerk.  In that 

specific filing (ECF126) it was clearly demonstrated with proofs the Clerk was 

inputting documents and manipulating dates by more than a week.  In one 

instance demonstrated using post marks (Federal Mail Fraud) the item was 
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dated and posted to docket allegedly, but was posted approximately one week 

later it seems. These schemes to run out Plaintiff time to respond perpetuates. 

iii) This Court has failed to meet for conference and/or amend their behavior in any 

way, has failed to explain or address it in meaningful way, and has left corrupt 

actors furthering the original and subsequent RICO issues in play.  This Court 

now presents Plaintiff and Court with a “Report/Recommendation” to 

adjudicate on issues this Court has fouled up, and the corrupt adjudication 

recommendation comes from one of the original corrupt operatives who 

continues corrupting process of law.  This is a RICO Protection Racket scheme. 

8) Blockade manager:  The Magistrate has addressed in part while denying, rejecting or 

disallowing requests for “Conferences” of all kinds.  ZERO conferences have been 

allowed or facilitated for 2 years.  Absent any form of conference is one of the many due 

process failures facilitated by this Court. 

9) This Court has been notified they are covering for a host of fraud schemes of the Defense 

to include Evidence fraud schemes, Mail Fraud Schemes, Evidence Avoidance Schemes, 

Conference Avoidance Schemes, Document Concealment Schemes, Mediation 

Avoidance schemes using fraud, communication avoidance schemes (Tim Warner) and a 

host of RICO activities.  These are well outside “adversarial role” issues as FRAUD 

permeates all evidences and filings made through mail, electronically, and through 
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official filings.  These are sanctionable failures if the Court was functioning in its 

intended role. 

10) Magistrate himself has facilitated RICO schemes operating as a part of a 

criminal entity serving the District Court Judge while they operate in their role as a 

Protection Racket, while facilitating the COURT’s role as a protection racket for the 

Defense and their Co-conspirators.  As a custom and practice operation multiple 

examples will be (and have been) given which obscure access to protections under USC, 

thus violating civil and due process rights. 

11) The District Judge operating as a co-conspirator with the Magistrate has 

attempted through a scheme of “willful blindness” and “contrived ignorance” to distance 

themselves using schemes of “plausible deniability” yet has been actively involved in 

numerous methods as demonstrated and referred to in the Report/Recommendation of the 

Magistrate. 

12) By blocking conferences, subpoenas, evidence authentication opportunities, 

mediation, and other such opportunities to address deficiencies in the case, the process, 

the court, etc the Magistrate has operated largely under “Color of Law” with the “Cover 

of Law” yet is clearly obstructive to the Civil Rights and Due Process rights of an 

impaired Pro Se litigant with knowledge. 

13) The Magistrate in his role as a member of a RICO scheme under Color of Law 

runs interference so the protection racket head (District Judge) remains aloof thus 
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creating the illusion of “Contrived Ignorance” or “Willful Blindness”.  This is a Custom 

and Practice scheme of this Judge, this Court, and District as will bear out in this 

presentation with multiple, repetitive schemes similarly used against an believed 

impaired Pro Se litigant operating in a Criminally operating Judicial System. 

14) Central to many aspects of the multi-faceted scheme is the CONSPIRACY TO 

INTIMIDATE (Title 42 Section 1985, 1-3), CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD, 

CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT THEFT/CONVERSION/EXTORTION.  In each example 

there is an intent to deceive/defraud in some manner, and in each an overt action by the 

Defendants operating in Conjunction with the Court to facilitate the unlawful purpose of 

the scheme. 

15) This Court has performed maliciously and unlawfully in numerous repetitive 

schemes to offend the Rights of the Plaintiff.  It is anticipated there will be retaliation and 

targeting as it has been expressed to this Court previously that FCIC/NCIC requests for 

background on the Plaintiff, to include searches by federal agents connected with this 

court, since origination of the underlying case exceeds 143 pages without cause.  The 

expansive nature of the Color of Law RICO schemes operated by Custom and Practice of 

this Court should serve to entangle each person individually, personally, and corporately 

for the sum total of all schemes of all persons.  List of persons involved in the ongoing 

scheme appears to have reached 100 persons, with more than 1000 documents and 

evidence components materially altered, tampered, or concealed.  This Court has now 
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received numerous evidentiary supports demonstrating ongoing schemes to alter and 

conceal evidence and information but remains complicit in the scheme.  The complicit 

nature of the Court has affected the judicial opportunity and rights of the Plaintiff 

negatively in this and related litigation opportunities. 

16) The Magistrate and this Court have failed to address the “evidence” cited by the 

Defense for their case declared and demonstrated by the Plaintiff to be forgeries and 

frauds.  The “evidence” is non-authenticated by any source, and does not appear as it 

should in third party files.  Magistrate refused subpoenas to create a means of 

authentication facilitating as an accomplice the underlying and ongoing scheme.  The 

Court is now running its own RICO to support RICO. 

17) The “Magistrate” operating as counsel for the Defense utilizes evidence 

provided by Plaintiff as EVIDENCE OF CONTRIVED, MANIPULATED, FRAUD 

provided to this Court to evidence what the Defense provided in fraud to the Plaintiff.  

This Court appears woefully corrupt facilitating schemes of the Defense throughout.   

The Court facilitated the concealment of this fraud evidence by disallowing subpoenas 

and other evidence referenced complaints by Plaintiff.  The “evidence” presented by 

Plaintiff in this form was the insertion of the Defense’s provided frauds to demonstrate 

their frauds.  The Court in error applied this evidence as if it were authenticated or proper 

missing the point.  The nearly 100% corruption of documents, concealment of Brady 
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Materials, and ongoing schemes of conspiracy to which the Court now appears party to is 

the underlying and continuing problem. 

18) This Court consistently with custom and practice operate as a protection racket 

for the lower court and lower official schemes, scams, corruption, and crimes.  The above 

is known to be true, and as the facts are rolled out we will see the entire court/district 

appears to operate in this corrupt manner by custom and practice.  The court has 

blockaded all attempts of a Pro Se plaintiff to reveal and address corruption in practices 

of Defense.   

19) The Court has rejected, rebuffed, and denied efforts for 2 years to have 

conferences as is custom to address indiscretions of the corrupt Defense.  All conferences 

and all manner of communication to resolve have been corrupted by the Defense and 

Court operating in conspiracy/scheme.  Federal law blocks the excuses of the Court for 

avoidance employed previously regarding denial of conferences and face to face 

meetings. 

20) The District Judge has hidden behind a corrupt (yet apparently competent) 

Magistrate who with knowledge and forethought runs fraud schemes for the Court.  We 

shall see this is custom and practice of this Court as well with multiple examples made 

clear. 

21) This Court has demonstrated a repetitive dedicated motivation toward corruption 

of facts, evidence, presentation, and appears at War with the U.S. Constitution by Custom 
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and Practice destruction of civil opportunity of a Pro Se litigant to obtain justice on a 

massive criminal conspiracy seen as a massive crime spree in this district with the Court 

(Federal Court) and Judges acting as a Protection racket (RICO) offending citizens as 

part of routine practice of corruption of laws and civil rights of litigants looking to this 

Court for justice.    

22) The actions and failures noted repetitively in this Court and proceedings 

facilitates the ongoing schemes by prosecutors and agents of the Defendants who 

routinely operate in a corrupt manner with protection of this Federal Court for their 

schemes which are partially outlined in this case as it unfurled.  As a RICO scheme each 

and every one is fully responsible for the sum total of all schemes of all co-conspirators.  

As this continues to roll out, it is important for all involved to realize they are responsible 

for the ongoing and ultimate acts no matter what stage in which they were involved.  This 

is a Criminal Enterprise being operated under the guise of a judicial system. 

 

 

 

i) Background  (1A):  Whidden’s Interactions with Jessica (Jennifer) Slay.  

(Jennifer Nicole WRIGHT Slay). 
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A) P2, para 1, The original complainant is Jennifer Nicole WRIGHT Slay not Jessica 

Slay.  The Official Report/Recommendation is in error.  Court’s 

report/recommendation is found to be wrought with material error thus invalid. 

B) Original complainant appears to have the same maiden name (Wright) as the 

Clerk of the Federal Court cited previously for materially altering, affecting, 

slowing, and misdirecting aspects of the case.   

C) Federal Deputy Clerk believed operating in willful corruption is Jeremy Wright. 

D) Jeremy Wright appears to routinely corrupt evidence and documentation to 

include generating false narratives to create a ruse as revealed in this case.   

E) Wright corrupts others to include Deputy Clerk of Pensacola with his schemes 

while partnering at minimum with the corrupt Magistrate. 

F) The corrupt clerk and Magistrate and Court have failed to address nor deny false 

narratives now contained in the Court record for 8-10 months.   They know they 

committed Fraud as does the District Judge as filings to rebuff their frauds were 

promptly filed by Plaintiff.  (ECF98/105/114/126) 

G) The corruption of the Court (clerk, magistrate, judge) provides motivation for an 

ongoing crime spree in an attempt to bury the accurate accusations of bias, fraud, 

and corruption.  The motive to continue the crime(s) complicit with defense have 

been outlined, and the crime spree continues with knowledge and facility of the 

Court. 
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H) P1, Paragraph one is not complete in thought.  Slay had items in storage offsite 

she wished to sell, which were bought by Plaintiff with delivery included by 

complainant.  The offsite “Storage” was claimed to be a burden to Slay for items 

she needed to dispose of.  She was not allowed to store property on the sight.  

The storage was offsite and considered a burden to her.  She moved items to the 

property abandoning ownership upon delivery as agreed.  Any statement 

otherwise is false. 

I) P1, Paragraph two is not complete in thought.  Slay preferred to bring her 

children with her to work so she requested a place for them to play while she was 

in attendance.  She soon quit showing for work, and there was no further contact, 

noting her name was not even known to the property owner/Plaintiff.  The 

woman’s name was not discovered until well into the corrupt process of the 

corrupt underlying court/system. 

J) P1, Paragraph four clarification:  Deputy Ellerbee instructed Whidden/Owner 

how to dispose of evidence of the meth production on the property following 

discovery of a dangerous hazmat situation.  In the process of addressing the issue 

children were found hiding out on the property who were not supposed to be 

there.  Two small girls alone on a property near the woods, where a hazmat 

situation was developing was dangerous for all involved. The children reported 

having to defecate in buckets and carry it into the woods.  It was reported yet 
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ignored.  Ellerbee, thus Sheriff concealed the hazmat and risk to children 

endangering the children, family, owner, and all involved.  Dereliction of duties 

by the Sheriff forced a situation of duress/distress on all. It was not known at the 

time the Sheriff/Birge was in an arrangement with the complainant with ongoing 

hoax schemes fabricated against homeowners. It has been since reported to 

SHERIFF that his personnel were involved in production and distribution of 

drugs including drugs into detention facilities.  It now appears this production 

location was part of the SHERIFF’s drug enterprise. 

K) A wide-ranging crime spree is and has been ongoing by Law Enforcement under 

Color of Law by Jackson County Sheriff.  This is known by federal officers and 

agents who have met with the Plaintiff/undersigned to determine how far up the 

chain of command the corruption would lead.  Further to this the “Zachary 

Wester” RICO crime spree has been uncovered wherein it is reasonable to 

believe (provable) Wester was operating a scheme with the Sheriff, Officials, 

Prosecutors, and the Courts.   This federal court and lower courts are hiding 

evidence of the wide-ranging crime spree involving this Sheriff, Prosecutors, 

Public Defenders and a wholly corrupt 14th District Judicial system in Northwest 

Florida. 

L) Paragraph 5 (P3, Para 3) poses a problem for the Defense Attorney Michael J 

Frank.  As we move along Frank operating as Magistrate/Defense alleges 
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evidence collected after arrest cannot be utilized to demonstrate knowledge of 

false arrest, corrupting the warrant.  This document referred to as (Doc. 85-1 at 3) 

is no where to be found in the official record until much later following the 

unlawful arrest.  Documents in this federal case presented were presented by 

PLAINTIFF to demonstrate the nature of corrupted and forged documents by the 

Defense.  Defense Attorney Frank (posing as Magistrate) uses declared FRAUDS 

to state the Court’s position on documents that magistrate blocked authentication 

thru subpoena.  It is a scheme by Frank (Magistrate) complicit to continue to 

assist the Defense. Whereas there are “papers” alleged to have been presented to 

Slay, there are no papers WHATSOEVER in the Sheriff file.  The Prosecutor file 

was brought up to date well after arrest, and has since been stripped of documents 

(USC title 18 section 2071 violation) to conceal documents.   The third party co-

conspirators cannot verify authentication.  This has been explained in filings, but 

the Magistrate sticks to the document corruption scheme.  The arrest and warrant 

are and always was corrupt.  The existence of evidence for arrest to include any 

“papers” are/were hearsay at the time of warrant and arrest.  The publicly posted 

papers in this case were made available five years later after arrest demonstrating 

a host of points lost in this ruse by Defense.  This manipulated presentation of a 

document leads to the corrupted position of the Magistrate alleging probable 

cause, but if Plaintiff (Whidden) cannot use documents located post arrest for 
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clarification of warrant/cause issues, then neither can the defense or magistrate.  

This document drafted as a general notice as it was not precisely determined who 

the person(s) were who were accessing the property.  Documents concealed by 

defendants during time of the case (concealed exculpatory/Brady) came out later 

absolved Plaintiff.  Forgeries, frauds and manipulations demonstrated to exist 

throughout the Defense file cannot be used at this juncture to prove what they 

should have demonstrated 5 years ago. 

M) The Magistrate/Court has mis-applied fraud/forged documents declared as 

fraud/forged to this Court. Plaintiff made available documents found corrupted 

by the Defense as evidence of fraud by the Defense.  The Court took these 

documents to demonstrate evidence and knowledge to prove the case in which 

they are complicit in the Defense’s crimes.  The Magistrate known to be corrupt 

cannot use evidence deemed corrupt, presented to demonstrate the Defense’s 

corruption to prove the Defense’s case.  This Court continues to muddle material 

facts failing to address and thus facilitating numerous fraud schemes of their 

partner the Defense. 

N) P3, Para 4 it is lawful for any property owner to deny access to visitors.  On or 

about May 10, 2015 it is anticipated that yellow “hazmat” tape had been strung 

up around property denying all persons access due to the hazmat issues.  The 

warning issued to whoever was attending/squatting the property served as notice 
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and made unlawful any access by any person until the criminal investigations and 

cleanup could take place. 

O) P3, Para 5 appears a use of literary license by the Clerk/Magistrate, in other 

words it appears a lie, deception, crooked, corrupt, fraud.  If memory and records 

show correctly this was the first reporting of the lock on the gate.  Whidden 

contacted the Sheriff to advise his gate was locked.  Plaintiff accurately reported 

to the corrupt Sheriff (Defendant) that Plaintiff had been locked out of his own 

property.  Whidden further advised the Deputy of the threats by Tolbert at that 

time to block access (Evidenced on record as Tolbert phone message).  Sheriff 

had knowledge at that time of the scheme.  Sheriff was party to the ongoing 

scheme.  Whidden exercised his right to cut the lock off the chain on his gate as 

anyone with lawful access would do.  The record and the magistrates’ account 

appear willfully corrupted. 

P) MAGISTRATE has willfully/purposely concealed material fact.  In page 3 

moving into page 4, there are records in the official record of Jeremy Tolbert 

(employee of the Sheriff) contacting Whidden threatening to lock/block gate 

denying entry to Owner and others (approx. 5/9-10/2015).  In fact, he dares 

Whidden or others to come by and alleges to have access and power to use the 

Sheriff Department (JCSO) as his tool of retribution.  The MAGISTRATE/Clerk 

has purposely concealed (FRAUD) material evidence and information.  This 
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Court has endeavored throughout to obscure conspiracy which is clearly afoot 

whether worded correctly or not in an amended complaint/filing.   

Q) Prior to the Tolbert threats Tolbert calls the Sheriff office to arrange an encounter 

at the gate when it is believed that Tolbert installed the lock.  This is 

demonstrated in the Response to MSJ and the Sheriff CAD calls concealed for 5 

years, yet made available in this case, yet not made available in any third party 

record, demonstrating CONCEALED BRADY materials leading to trial in 2015-

2016. 

R) Tolbert in operation with the Sheriff office initiated and ran a conspiracy giving 

rise to this case and all underlying issues.  This is undeniable.  A recording 

stating a future threat using Sheriff resources came into existence as stated in the 

recorded threat.  The Magistrate/Court would have to be entirely corrupt and/or 

incompetent to ignore the forth-telling of a criminal setup that happened as 

stated. 

 

Part 1B (Page 5) The Arrest and Persecution of Whidden (B) 

A) P5, B part first paragraph: It is stated “matter of factly” that Judge Wade Mercer 

“found probable cause”.  This is a FRAUD.  Judge Mercer approved an 

unverified, unsubstantiated, spurious statement by a less than credible 

complainant who never claimed to “witness” anything, following a like kind 
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patterned scheme by Complainant (Slay) and Investigator (Defendant Birge).  

BIRGE and complainant have demonstrated they have partnered in this type/style 

scheme before and after this event.  The Sheriff at the time of request for warrant 

was concealing known exculpatory evidence never released until August 2019 (4 

years later), concealed throughout.  The State concealed exculpatory evidence for 

4+ years and it is anticipated all third parties are concealing presently.  The 

concealed exculpatory evidence in a conspiracy by Sheriff in a conspiracy 

FURTHERED BY THIS COURT in this Court obscured the legality of warrant.  

The attempts to continue concealment conspiracy lead all the way to and through 

discovery period of this case.  Failing legitimate response to lawful FOIA 

requests, Plaintiff filed subpoena requests. The corrupt nature of the Court buried 

and ignored lawful subpoena requests to address the ongoing fraud schemes to 

which the Court and Defense appear partner. 

i) Statements that Probable Cause existed are fraud as it was never 

demonstrated a crime took place. 

ii) Statements that Probable Cause existed are fraud as there was no evidence 

nor witness to any alleged crime. 

iii) Statements that Probable Cause existed are fraud in that the complainant 

was known to be less than credible. 
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iv) Statements that Probable Cause existed are fraud in that the same spurious 

scheme (Repeated RICO) had been implemented by the same 

“investigator” (Defendant BIRGE) and the complainant. 

v) This Court has ignored the unauthorized (and concealed) access by Deputy 

Edwards.  The 4th Amendment violation by Sheriff under direction of 

BIRGE provided exculpatory evidence yet was concealed for 5 years being 

made available in this case only, no where else to be found.  This unlawful 

access occurred 5/18/2015, 3 days before the corrupted warrant was 

signed/sought. This is concealment of Brady Information/Evidence and 

“Fruit of the Poisonous Tree” as a result of 4th Amendment. 

vi) The Court and Defense has ignored the material concealment (fraud) of 

“Jamie Burch” and his involvement throughout the record for 5 plus years.  

Burch is said to be involved in the concealed (fraud) deposition of 

10/8/2015 with an ongoing scheme to conceal.  Burch is not found in any 

other documents or declarations.  This Court ignoring the BIRGE 

Deposition of 10/8/2015 brought to light and denied by way of wide 

ranging conspiracy references “Jamie Burch”, but his name is no where to 

be found in any third party archived files. 

vii) The third party files fail to support the claims and positions of the 

Sheriff/BIRGE and are clearly being tampered by way of an ongoing 
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conspiracy to conceal as can be demonstrated.  This Court clearly appears 

party lest subpoenas of third party records would have been facilitated. 

B) Birge has agreed that “probable cause” did not exist at any point in time.  This is 

confirmed in the sworn deposition that was concealed for 5+ years by Defendants 

and their co-conspirators.  This is presented and ignored by this Magistrate 

operating in what appears a continually corrupt manner. 

C) Birge has agreed that “reasonable suspicion” for discussion/questioning may 

have existed along with others named and inferred in the Complainant’s 

unfounded statement. 

D) Birge has stated that the State (prosecutor) escalated charges without cause and 

he had no ability to correct the misdeed (malicious prosecution), but would throw 

the case in deposition, which he did.  The recorded deposition has been and was 

concealed for years, in fact evidence in this case indicates there are still attempts 

to conceal the exculpatory evidence found in the deposition.  The court is 

unlawfully ignoring the ongoing frauds and fraud schemes of the defense team 

and thus appears an accomplice. 

E) Malicious prosecution by the area prosecution team and Sheriff operating RICO 

schemes is custom and practice.  This Federal Court runs a protection scheme to 

cover for these lower court schemes as demonstrated in this case.  This case is 
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clear demonstration of ongoing repetitive failures of judicial practice through 

corruption. 

F) BIRGE was required by his counsel to sign an affidavit stating that “Probable 

Cause” did exist, however clearly it did not.  Birge knows and has routinely 

committed FRAUD in this case and underlying issues making him impeachable 

as a witness.  Frauds are cited within this document and within the Response to 

MSJ. 

G) BIRGE advised arresting officer (Quinton Hollis) at the time of arrest that it was 

a frivolous arrest, lacking cause, or crime. 

H) Note in the affidavit by BIRGE as presented in the MSJ and other forgeries and 

frauds for evidence that BIRGE does not state in what manner “probable cause” 

was established, therefore his statement that probable cause exists is merely an 

opinion, not based on substantiated fact, voiding affidavit as challenged for 

Fraud.   

I) Page 6, Para 2:  Judge Wade Mercer a biased judge based on a fraud issue 

explained and established in the deposition 2/7/2020 and further in the Response 

to MSJ puts Judge Mercer in conflict.  Judge Mercer will admit that Whidden 

caught Mercer in a material fraud/mail scheme while Mercer was running for 

Judge.  Mercer was required to address his deceptions in a fair way.  Mercer 

knew he was conflicted, yet he also knows Whidden is extremely fair as I am 
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reasonably sure he would attest.  Had Mercer been properly informed of the issue 

at hand and the parties it is believed he would not have signed such a frivolous 

warrant lacking crime, cause, investigation, based on spurious allegation of an 

unreliable party.   Judge Wade Mercer now has acknowledged there was custom 

and practice abuses by Sheriff and officials in his district, to which he can likely 

address personally.  The investigator and arresting officer knew this was a 

scheme.  Clearly the judge if informed could recognize the scheme as well.  

Judge Wade Mercer now is aware that he knowingly signed NUMEROUS false 

warrants for the Sheriff as revealed in part in the Zachary Wester crimes.  The 

entire 14th District is corrupt via the crime spree of this Defendant Sheriff.  This 

practice perpetuates in this region because the Federal Court is corrupt covering 

for these schemes.  There is no recourse for the corruption of the 14th District 

officials.  This federal court is covering for a wide-ranging crime spree in their 

district as they are a protection racket facilitating these crimes. 

J) Page 6, MAGISTRATE purposely leaves out the fact that it is documented the 

arresting officer met with Whidden (Plaintiff) the day after his arrest to return 

personal items and to apologize for being involved in the dubious arrest.  

Arresting officer advised it was a “wild fishing expedition” that would “blow 

over”.  Arresting officer was directed to Whidden by Defendant BIRGE who had 

advised the arresting officer of need for a meeting.  Arresting officer advised he 
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would assist Plaintiff since the firearms were unlawfully seized in a corrupt 

arrest.  Note there are no photos, signatures, or proper documentation of the 

firearms.  The chain of command documents and records all appear corrupted.  

The MSJ materials submitted by the Defense are forgeries and frauds introduced 

as official documents to deceive this Court 5 years later.  This federal court is 

covering for the numerous frauds of the defense failing to address in any 

significant manner any of the fraud assertions of the Plaintiff.  Federal Court is 

acting as a protection racket for the Defense. 

K) Page 6, MAGISTRATE leaves out the failure to return personal property, 

inventories, or obtaining of signatures for either the receiving or exchange or all 

property.  Magistrate is covering for the frauds. 

L) Page 6, the Image (Wanted Poster) with NO DUE PROCESS nor lawful purpose 

is believed discovered in December 2015.  It has not been assumed nor stated to 

my recollection when it was posted.  The “scheme” to which this wanted poster 

scheme leads to is a criminalization of an innocent person in a scheme to 

frame/blackmail.  The Defendants/Prosecutors knowing they were in a futile 

scheme began creating the illusions of some illicit scheme to cover their frauds.  

The prosecutors and 14th District judicial system are severely corrupt running 

schemes of this nature.  There are a host of criminal mishandlings to include 

malicious prosecution schemes as custom and practice being protected seemingly 
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by this Federal Court system by blocking legitimate pursuits.  (Evidence of the 

Federal Court corruption in this regard enters in later as explained.) 

i) It is anticipated the SAO/Court/Prosecutor/Sheriff was staging a “Red 

Flag” scheme as part of their frauds to create a crime/case failing to find 

one in their wild fishing expedition. 

ii) The wild fishing expedition to include dubious set up for “Red Flag” event 

also had in connection a dubious “Mental Competency” filing lacking 

substance, evidence, substantiating fraud in the public record, and never 

served, nor followed through on public record in another facet of the 

malicious prosecution scheme faking crimes by the corrupt SAO of 14th 

District. 

iii) On January 19, 2016 (last day of Speedy Trial period) the SAO/Judge 

attempted to trip Plaintiff (then defendant) in a “Baker Act” scheme in 

open court. 

iv) On January 22, 2016 SOA made reference to file that Plaintiff (then 

defendant) was “mentally unstable” in furtherance of their attempt to 

fake/fraud evidence to support the unsubstantiated “Mental Competency” 

scheme, Baker Act scheme, and “Red Flag” scheme.  

v) The “Wanted Poster” scheme which was clearly a violation of due process 

and civil rights despite the corrupt ruling recommended by Michael J 
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Frank and endorsed with prejudice by the corrupted Judge Hinkle was a 

furtherance of the USC Title 42 Section 1985 attempts at intimidation of a 

person being unlawfully prosecuted (maliciously prosecuted) by a corrupt 

system of management without any form of cause or provocation.  The 

“Wanted Poster” corruption by that court, corrupts this court, and was 

clearly a scheme to intimidate one from entering or accessing a building in 

which they were being prosecuted.  Further to the overwhelmingly easy 

corruption of judicial officers the undersigned was self-represented, pro se 

heading to criminal trial when the attempts to intimidate and impede access 

were underway.  Clearly all who have ruled on this without due process are 

corrupt and it was a criminal scheme.  That scheme now touches all those 

operating at any vantage point in furtherance of this corruption. 

M) As demonstrated in part in the Magistrates presentation of 

Report/Recommendation Judge Hinkle previously filed a dubious “with 

prejudice” closure of the “wanted poster” issue as an accomplice in the RICO 

action(s) of the lower courts and Sheriff.  This Court has partied in approximately 

4 such corrupted rulings, and we are on track herein with multiple layered fraud 

schemes by defense, Magistrate, and District Judge to demonstrate a criminal 

RICO pattern. This Magistrate who is demonstrated numerous times herein to be 

severely corrupt partied previously with Judge Hinkle to violate due process and 
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civil rights by the absurd “with prejudice” ruling.  This dates Michael Franks 

schemes of deception dating back to 2017 running consistently thru 2021.  The 

District Judges must know he is corrupt, lest they are pathetic excuses for judges 

not recognizing it in their own midst. RICO Protection Racket under Color of 

Law is obvious. 

N) Page 7, MAGISTRATE fails to advise the case was never added officially to the 

trial docket schedule the month before (1/2016), yet case was “scheduled” 

according to Court paperwork for 2/22/2016.  Whidden showed up for trial which 

was not “scheduled” other than January 2016 notices.  The State failed to show.  

Whidden filed for a default judgement in his favor due to the State’s failure to 

show.  The State filed the case closed on 2/26/2016 because Whidden continued 

filing to the case/file as long as it remained open and accessible.  Part of the 

Fraud furthered in and by this Federal Court is that the “complainant” had any 

authority in this case, and their request to “drop” the case 3 days before a once 

scheduled date has no relevance.  This Federal Court should recognize the 

complainant had no authority in the decision to “drop” the State case against 

Whidden (Plaintiff).  This is a ruse by the State to obscure their malicious 

prosecution lacking crime or cause.  The corrupt federal magistrate in this case 

continues to twist facts for his co-conspirators who he appears colluding with.   

Meanwhile 3-4 weeks prior to “trial” the trial schedule was made up with no 
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mention of the Plaintiff (Whidden) trial.  This is all a hoax and given time it can 

be adequately demonstrated………….Additional schemes connecting to the 

frailties of the last month of the state case to include schemes by this Court to 

follow. 

O) Page 7, The Magistrate states that Slay requested the State drop charges, but fails 

to advise it was 3 days before trial.  Fails to state the complainant had NO 

STANDING in the case, as it was the State’s failure to establish a case, and the 

State’s failure to properly prosecute while running their malicious 

prosecution/extortion/blackmail scheme which failed.  The filing alleged by the 

Magistrate used by the State Prosecutor was a scheme to defraud, and the 

Magistrate believed in collusion with those corrupt State entities completes or 

perfects their frauds using it in this manner.  The magistrate has been 

demonstrated numerous times to be corrupt, requiring removal and impeachment.  

Countless frauds have been encountered by the defense in this case, but the court 

operates in failure mode failing to address the near unending string of frauds, 

deceptions, and corruption of the defense.  The court must be complicit or 

appears incompetent at best. 

P) The State filed “nolle prosequi” 4 days after the alleged trial date failure.  The 

“wanted poster” remained up with NO DUE PROCESS for 8 more months 

approximately.  This Federal Court through Judge Hinkle and another corrupt 
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magistrate “report/recommendation” has partied to bury the “wanted poster” 

scheme to be addressed later. It now transpires the same magistrate in this 

corruption of law was involved in that corruption of law.  Is anyone seeing the 

custom/practice routine abuses?  RICO protection racket identified as a federal 

court. 

Q) Irrespective of when the recording admitting conspiracy (Tolbert) was 

discovered, it does not disregard an admission and scheme of conspiracy known 

to be afoot by perpetrators to include BIRGE.  This federal court is clearly 

corrupt in its material mismanagement of a recorded scheme to conspire which 

came to fruition. 

R)  Defendant BIRGE was discovered to once again partying with WRIGHT/SLAY 

in the scheme of deception.  Magistrate’s outline further ignores the repeat nature 

(Jessica Millard scheme) involving Birge/Slay one year prior) of the spurious, 

incredulous claims of the complainant, and the lack of credibility of the 

complainant, supported by fraud/forged/concealed documents. 

S) The corrupt magistrate attempts to ignore the admission by the Defendant BIRGE 

in his 10/8/2015 deposition well after arrest stating that he was never able to 

determine complainant had a right to the property or right to complain.  The 

complaint received by BIRGE fails to establish any form of witness, evidence, or 

anything other than HEARSAY SPURIOUS complaints of an unreliable witness.  
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The evidence alleged to have been provided to BIRGE by his complainant 

contains an assertion to “play dirty”, third parties, threats, and highlights co-

conspirators in the joint scheme between BIRGE and the Complainant.  The 

Sheriff/Court/State concealed and actively are concealing information then and 

now.  This is an ongoing conspiracy scheme in this federal court proceeding to 

further the original scheme set.  This Court operating in collusion with Defense 

has conveniently overlooked this apparently in an effort to further cover the 

ongoing scheme(s) as an accomplice. 

T) The Magistrate appears extremely deceptive and corrupt as revealed in multiple 

times throughout.  It is not understood if this is a role play or if the 

scheme/conspiracy which is truly afoot this deeply entangles the Court.  This 

Magistrate/Judge have disallowed “Conspiracy” which clearly continues, yet 

appears part of the RICO/protection racket which allows this Color of Law 

corruption to perpetuate and permeate all dealings.  BIRGE identifies 5 months 

after warrant, and 3 months after arrest there was no right, no probable cause, and 

this deposition/admission was actively concealed for approximately 5 years to 

include by Public Defenders (hoax), and State.   This is clearly a conspiracy to 

defraud furthering RICO under Color of Law.  This Court appears a co-

conspirator as the Magistrate and Federal Court refuse to address any of the 
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forged, fraud, manipulated, or concealed evidence issues.  This magistrate and 

Court are clearly conflicted and corrupt. 

 

Part 1C (Page 7) Whidden’s Instant Law Suit (C ) 

A) P 7, para 3:  The Court has rejected charges to include conspiracy charges 

without due regard, proper protocol or process neglecting common sense, while 

joining in to further the conspiracy as an active participant.  This is rather 

peculiar as the MAGISTRATE acting as a defense attorney it seems parties once 

again with the Defense, following clear-cut frauds in official statements by the 

Magistrate, delays, and claims of complicity by members of the Court to include 

Magistrate.  The conspiracy scheme/RICO is ongoing to and thru these 

proceedings.  The Magistrate attempting to file what appears a “Motion to 

Dismiss” on false or poorly stated pretenses is facilitating his role in a protection 

racket as custom and practice of this Court and Court system.  In a corrupt 

manner which has permeated many dealings with this Court/Magistrate the 

“conspiracy” charges were disposed of due apparently to the method in which the 

charges were written allegedly (believed a violation by this Court not allowing 

Plaintiff to address it following a slow roll scheme involving 2nd Amended 

complaint,) meanwhile the COURT ITSELF is part of the Conspiracy!  The 

Court perpetuates the Conspiracy.  So far everyone in the judicial system appears 
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severely corrupt.  (We shall see in Page 15 a failure of this Court regarding the 

conspiracy and other charges. Noting in Report/Recommendation Page 15, 

The logic here inserted for the first time in this case is the Court’s obligation 

via United States v Jordan, 915 F 2nd 622, 624-25 (11th Cir.1990) to “look 

beyond the labels used by pro se litigants”.  Leading to this point this Court 

appears to have violated rights of the Plaintiff failing to allow a clearcut 

“conspiracy” case and other charges to move forward, as the court has 

blocked “labels” and terminology to present a clearcut set of offenses to 

which the Court now appears party.   

 

ii) Summary Judgement Standard:  In an effort to avoid summary judgment and 

corrupt a Rule 56 filing this Court, Magistrate, and Clerk have previously 

been called out (ECF98/105/114) for manipulation of narratives to include 

fabrication and fraud of events in an effort to further what appears a co-

conspirator position/complicity position with the defense.  This appears 

custom and practice/routine for this Court acting as a protection racket to 

further color of law RICO schemes that would likely not exist if it were not 

for the cover/protection of this Court.  This impression permeates seemingly 

each round and all aspects of this case from foundation to completion…..It has 

been demonstrated that Defense submitted frauds, forgeries, manipulated data, 
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and material misrepresentations throughout this case without recourse by the 

Court appearing complicit in crimes of the Defense, further it is demonstrated 

in the “Audit” provided by the Plaintiff that the “evidence” presented by the 

Defense is corrupted, forgeries, and fraud.  This violates the standard of the 

MSJ and nullifies same, yet Court has failed to address this nor take action.  

Court instead is choosing to party with the corruption of the Defense to 

facilitate their ongoing crime spree while concealing the audit of their corrupt 

documents.  This court has done this multiple times from the beginning it 

seems.  This is clearly a RICO protection racket scheme operated under Color 

of Law by this Court. 

iii) Discussion (Beginning Part A, Page 8) 

 

A) Page 9, Para 1 is clearly a material misstatement (Fraud).  BIRGE knows there 

is/was never any probable cause and in essence states that in recorded statements 

including the concealed deposition hidden for 5 years by Prosecutor and other co-

conspirators, noting specifically, Judge Wade Mercer was not a “Neutral Judge”, 

and the “facially valid warrant” is fraud based on Defendant BIRGE’s knowledge 

of the case, concealments, and repetitive RICO nature of the BIRGE/SLAY 

scheme.  Defendant BIRGE and the arresting officer discussed and conveyed to 

Whidden there was no valid case whatsoever at any point in time. 
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B) Under Misprision of Felony concepts Defendant BIRGE was required to come 

forward and stop the runaway freight train he started with the frivolous claims, 

absent evidence, witness, etc.  It was clearly a spurious, hearsay claim by an 

unreliable complainant of low integrity.  It was BIRGE’s obligation to stop the 

process which he does not appear on record to do, YET there is indication the 

corrupt SAO/Public Defenders KNOWN TO BE CORRUPT were informed 

BIRGE would not testify in the case.  As the case only had two witnesses, 

BIRGE and SLAY, neither witnessing anything, and both refusing to move 

forward with their fraud scheme the corrupt SAO/Public Defender/State Court 

scheme became more bizarre.  The corrupt nature of this federal court will 

attempt redirect with these facts (and fail).  

C) BOTH officer BIRGE (defendant) and the arresting officer (Hollis) had been 

involved in frivolous cases, claims, and assertions with the complainant.  Both 

knew she had low/no credibility. 

D) All 6 qualifying statements in Page 9, 10 are fulfilled. 

Discussion A1 Page 10: 

A) Page 10 under “Defendants Cause to Arrest Whidden” para 2, there was no 

crime.  No crime whatsoever occurred, therefore there can be no probable cause 

for a non-existent crime.  In deposition concealed (and avoided by Magistrate) 

the Defendant BIRGE states he was never able to establish the complainant had a 
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right to belongings or to make a claim.  There was never a right to property, nor 

an access to property obstructed.  No crime existed.  This is all a hoax.  This has 

been addressed multiple ways, and will be again herein.  The Magistrate is using 

“probable cause” as a lynch pin to avoid liability, yet the lynch pin (and 

magistrate) concept is deceptive for a number of reasons:  

i) Irrespective of when the recording admitting conspiracy (Tolbert) was 

discovered, it does not disregard an admission and scheme of conspiracy 

known to be afoot by perpetrators to include BIRGE who was once again 

partying with WRIGHT/SLAY in the scheme of deception.   

ii) Magistrate’s outline further ignores the repeat nature (Jessica Millard 

scheme involving Birge/Slay one year prior)of the spurious, incredulous 

claims of the complainant, and the lack of credibility of the complainant, 

and  

iii) further still attempts to ignore the admission by the Defendant BIRGE in 

his 10/8/2015 deposition well after arrest stating that he was never able to 

determine complainant had a right the property or right to complain.   

iv) The complaint received by BIRGE fails to establish any form of witness, 

evidence, or anything other than HEARSAY SPURIOUS complaints of an 

unreliable witness.   
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v) The evidence provided to BIRGE by his complainant contains an assertion 

to “play dirty”, third parties, threats, and highlights co-conspirators in the 

joint scheme between Birge and the Complainant.   

vi) The Sheriff/Court/State concealed and actively are concealing information 

then and now.   

vii) The evidence made available through discovery in this case DOES NOT 

EXIST in third party files anywhere.  The corruption of the Court 

appearing complicit with Defense throughout facilitated the blocking of 

methods to authenticate evidence with purpose shown repetitively to 

undermine the rights of the Plaintiff.  The Court is clearly corrupt.  

Subpoena would clearly resolve these issues, but the Court does not wish 

to address the frauds or corruption of evidence by their co-conspirator 

team-mates (ie Defense). 

viii) Many third party files, data, and documents have been concealed, 

manipulated or doctored. 

ix) The Magistrate/Court in its active role in schemes blocked subpoena which 

would have allowed authentication of evidence which does not exist in 

their files. 

x) Evidence at each round has been forged, fraud, and tampered by Defense.  

This has been brought to the Court attention numerous times, but the 
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COURT/MAGISTRATE are active participants in the RICO scheme afoot 

to conceal, manipulate and obscure evidence. 

xi) Evidence provided by Plaintiff was examples of the tampered evidence 

provided by Defense to Plaintiff, not actual evidence considered valid by 

anyone of integrity in this case.   

xii) The Court operating corrupt in nature throughout avoided all forms of 

conference, evidence challenges and such.  Evidence challenges as allowed 

under federal rules were ignored by the court.  Evidence provided by the 

Plaintiff that was corrupted by the Defense was made available to this 

Court to uncover the corruption.  The low integrity members of the Court 

employed corrupt/fraud/forged evidence in their complicit scheme of 

collusion with Defense. 

xiii) This is an ongoing conspiracy scheme in this federal court proceeding to 

further the original scheme set.   

xiv) This Court has conveniently overlooked their role facilitating the crimes of 

Defense apparently in an effort to further cover the ongoing scheme(s). 

xv) The State file and Sheriff file during the period from 5/12-21/2015 leading 

to warrant demonstrates the locks were being changed and accessed by 

someone presumably Slay and/or her accomplices.  The tampered files of 
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the Sheriff demonstrates multiple access locks at different times, while the 

Sheriff attempts to obscure exculpatory evidence.  

xvi) MAGISTRATE ignores proof of multiples locks and traffic demonstrated 

at the property while the Sheriff and his personnel were accessing the 

property.   

xvii) All discovery and evidence presentation by the Defense has been 

demonstrated by Plaintiff to be corrupt to include evidence presented to the 

Plaintiff and inserted into court record by Plaintiff to demonstrate the 

corrupt evidence usage.  The COURT IS CORRUPT!  Numerous notices 

of Fraud/Forgeries to include sanction requests have been ignored by this 

Court.   The COURT IS COMPLICIT.  The corrupt court disposed of 

Evidence Audit, proofs, and indications of fraud.  The Corrupt Court 

ignored requests for conference to discuss/address Fraud and Discovery 

issues.  The Court furthered their own contrived ignorance/willful 

blindness schemes to further their role in this ongoing protection racket.  

The Court is corrupt in its method to address fraudulent evidence, 

tampered discovery, etc. 

xviii) Court corruption will be demonstrated as custom and practice within the 

context of this and related case issues. 
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B) Page 11, Para 2, the information was never believed reasonably trustworthy.  The 

complainant runs schemes with and without these officers.  They all know her to 

be a troublemaker, and BIRGE had partied with her in a nearly identical scheme 

against Jessica Millard which failed for them primarily because the girl failed to 

claim landlord-tenant.  She is honing her skills with the tutilege of BIRGE.  The 

complainant was always known to be a low credibility complainant known for 

drug use/production, petty crimes, thefts, and squatting with associated charges 

against the property owners for abandoned, stolen property.  The complainant is 

wayward honing her skills with Defendant BIRGE as an accomplice in her 

schemes as demonstrated in documents provided this Court via the Defense. 

C) Page 15, para 1, “Whidden’s post-arrest innocent explanations do not negate 

probable cause”, yet by the same token “post arrest” evidence revealed 5 years 

later does not establish ‘probable cause’ for a situation in which there was never 

demonstrated a crime to exist, there was never a right to a claim, there was no 

evidence, witness, or anything of any substantial nature to demonstrate a crime or 

a perpetrator of a crime.  This magistrate is stretching to criminal collusion 

bounds for his client the defense.  The “post arrest” evidence justifying warrant 

was supplied 4-5 years post arrest VIA THIS CASE DISCOVERY yet concealed 

from all material third party files from 2015-2016.  The use of frauds and 

forgeries, as well as Brady Concealments at the time by Defense has been pointed 
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out numerous times by Plaintiff and ignored by the Magistrate/Court operating in 

complicity with the Defense to obscure this widespread crime spree under Color 

of Law RICO in this District.  The abject failure under some form of collusive 

agenda by this federal court and officials obscures justice for litigants.  The 

Federal Court is actively operating a RICO protection racket to avoid 

litigation against a collusive scheme between Court and Defense.  This has 

been demonstrated numerous ways, numerous times, and it perpetuates.  At 

what point did this Court address any of the Fraud assertions by Plaintiff?  

Never!  At what point did Court allow conferences to discuss/address? 

NEVER!  At what point did Court address sanction requests, evidence 

manipulation allegations? NEVER!  At what point did Court attempt 

authentication of worthwhile evidence?  ONLY ONCE, and the Defense 

AGAIN COMMITTED FRAUD.  This is all corrupt to the core.  The Court 

is corrupt.  The Defense is corrupt in collusion with Court and lower 

officials.  This corrupt court disallowed subpoenas for fraud verification as a 

collusive partner with Defense. 

Discussion A2 Page 15: 

Probable Cause Also Precludes a Malicious Prosecution Claim: 

a) Page 15, The logic here inserted for the first time in this case demonstrates a 

failure by this court to further the Court’s obligation via United States v Jordan, 
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915 F 2nd 622, 624-25 (11th Cir.1990) to “look beyond the labels used by pro se 

litigants”.  Leading to this point this Court has violated rights of the Plaintiff 

failing to allow a clearcut “conspiracy” case and other charges to move forward.  

The court continues to fill their collusive role in the protection racket custom and 

practice blocking of Pro Se rights in this District. 

b) In the evidence that has been attempted to be concealed by State agencies (SAO, 

Public Defender, Sheriff, etc) and ignored by the criminally operating federal 

court Defendant BIRGE addresses the collusive nature and assertions of Plaintiff 

ongoing for 5 years now.  The 10/8/2015 deposition addresses the collusive 

nature of the underlying corrupt judicial system and practice.  This deposition 

was and is actively being concealed to this day as demonstrated in this Court.  

This Court is actively participating in a role as a protection racket to obscure 

these obvious conspiratorial schemes in the lower court.  This is custom/practice 

for this corrupt federal court practice to cover the corrupt lower court/official 

practice.  This is an active, ongoing criminal racketeering under color of law. 

c) Under the “Malicious Prosecution Claim” area page 16-17,#1-5 all 5 points apply 

and have been covered. 

d) In page 17 middle para, the Magistrate misleads the court. It can be reasonably 

proved and demonstrated within the Response to MSJ that, “the officer who 

applied for the warrant should have known that his application failed to establish 
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probable cause”, or “that an official, including an individual who did not apply 

for the warrant intentionally or recklessly made misstatements or omissions 

necessary to support the warrant”.  It has been established that Defendant 

SHERIFF/BIRGE concealed material exculpatory evidence to include the corrupt 

attendance/reporting of Deputy Edwards who attended under a 14th Amendment 

violation and concealed evidence, and the role/involvement of Jamie Burch, 

among other things.  Statements from the Sheriff office regarding the 

concealment of said evidence is provided to this Court in the Response to MSJ.  

The CORRUPT Magistrate is obscuring legitimate proofs and explanation of an 

ongoing crime spree.  The CORRUPT Magistrate attempted previously a self 

perpetuated scheme of fabrication/fraud to further this agenda and continues.   

This Court in failing to address the corrupt nature of their operatives is operating 

outside the level of integrity required of this Court obscuring both the authority 

and jurisdiction of this Court and officials repetitively.  The MAGISTRATE 

known for committing FRAUD, has once again materially misled the Court.  

These criteria are met within the Response to MSJ and evidence.  The 

MAGISTRATE is clearly complicit and a co-conspirator on multiple levels with 

the defense.  It has been requested multiple times with reason for him to step 

down and/or recuse himself.  He has tampered and/or tainted this file from the 

beginning, and throughout.  It became abundantly clear as he became more 
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sloppy with his schemes nearing the end.  Process has been obscured actively for 

more 2 years by the Magistrate and Court, with active and ongoing intimidation 

subject to USC Title 42 Section 1985 BY THIS COURT. 

e) Page 18, Para 2, the Magistrate again misleads the Court.  In para 2 the official is 

ignoring the fact that the confirmed deposition of the Defendant BIRGE is 

sufficient to establish they knew there were no grounds for complainant to 

make/state her claim. 

 

Discussion A3 Page 18: 

Defendant Birge Qualified Immunity: 

A) Page 18, The Magistrate furthers his fraud as defense attorney for BIRGE.  The 

Magistrate by marring the record regarding cause when no crime existed, has 

staged a domino effect to operate effectively as “protection racket” for the 

Defendants.  Magistrate has in the past and continues to materially mislead the 

Court as custom and practice of a repetitive nature. 

B) Page 19, Birge was aware of numerous violations to constitutional rights of 

Whidden being violated to include unlawful access and concealment of 

exculpatory evidence concealed for some 5 years referring in part to the 4th 

Amendment violations of Officer Edwards who upon Sheriff direction 

attended the property on or about 5/18/2015.   Evidence and knowledge of 
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this attendance was only gleaned months after filing this case in Federal 

Court.  Sheriff/Birge knew and concealed this information from the State, 

State archived files, and all others.  Concealment consisted of FRAUD, and 

Brady Violations as the majority of information and evidence was concealed 

by Sheriff/Birge until this Federal Case was well underway, some 5 years 

after the events.  There is a MASSIVE conspiracy to conceal and tamper 

information in this case, which leads to the anticipated retaliatory schemes 

anticipated all future events by all characters giving rise to an ongoing 

RICO.  The Magistrate is creating a fraud by concealing this fact set, and 

creating a contrived ignorance/willful blindness scheme for the District 

Judge who operates in a position of a protection racket with arm’s reach 

distance from facts smoothed or shielded in this case by the corrupted 

magistrate. This fulfills the alleged requirements of Plaintiff under 

“Holloman v Harland” and “Jones v Fransen”. 

C) Page 20, Para 1, Magistrate repeats the deception regarding “probable cause” 

utilizing this domino effect/scheme to preclude violation of 4th Amendment 

rights. 

D) Page 20, Para 2, Magistrate realizing the court is entangled in co-

conspiracy/deception must be shored up revisits “arguable probable cause” 

failing to properly address the CONSPIRACY spelled out in recording by 
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employee of the Sheriff (Tolbert).  Yes, this Court has disallowed “Conspiracy” 

in what appears an effort to further a scheme, as it was written/requested in a 

form not recognized by this Court, yet this does not negate the existence and 

ongoing nature of the conspiracy to include this Court’s role to seemingly further 

the underlying scheme(s). Irrespective of when the recording admitting 

conspiracy (Tolbert) was discovered, it does not disregard an admission and 

scheme of conspiracy known to be afoot by perpetrators to include BIRGE 

who was once again partying with WRIGHT/SLAY in the scheme of 

deception.  Magistrate’s outline further ignores the repeat nature (Jessica 

Millard scheme involving Birge/Slay one year prior)of the spurious, 

incredulous claims of the complainant, and the lack of credibility of the 

complainant, and further still attempts to ignore the admission by the 

Defendant BIRGE in his 10/8/2015 deposition well after arrest stating that 

he was never able to determine complainant had a right the property or 

right to complain.  The complaint received by BIRGE fails to establish any 

form of witness, evidence, or anything other than HEARSAY SPURIOUS 

complaints of an unreliable witness.  The evidence provided to BIRGE by his 

complainant contains an assertion to “play dirty”, third parties, threats, and 

highlights co-conspirators in the joint scheme between BIRGE and the 

Complainant.  The Sheriff/Court/State concealed and actively are concealing 
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information then and now.  This is an ongoing conspiracy scheme in this 

federal court proceeding to further the original scheme set.  This Court has 

conveniently overlooked this apparently in an effort to further cover the 

ongoing scheme(s). The court furthers the scheme for multiple entities to conceal 

material evidence by denying subpoenas for discovery.  The court is complicit. 

E) Page 20, Para 3, the Magistrate lies once again.  The arresting officer and the 

investigating officer (BIRGE) readily identified at arrest that there was no 

probable cause, merely reasonable suspicion requiring communication.  The 

Magistrate is extremely deceptive and corrupt as revealed in multiple times 

leading to this point.  It is not understood if this is a role play or if the 

scheme/conspiracy which is truly afoot this deeply entangles the Court.  This 

Magistrate/Judge have disallowed “Conspiracy” which clearly continues, yet 

appears part of the RICO/protection racket which allows this Color of Law 

corruption to perpetuate and permeate all dealings.  Birge identifies 5 

months after warrant, and 3 months after arrest there was no right, no 

probable cause, and this deposition/admission was actively concealed for 

approximately 5 years to include by Public Defenders (hoax), and State.   

This is clearly a conspiracy to defraud furthering RICO under Color of 

Law.  This Court is clearly a co-conspirator. 
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F) Page 21, Para 1, the Magistrate continues the scheme afoot by the Magistrate 

who has previously been demonstrated to be functioning as a member of the 

Defendant team to include fabrication of narratives which did not happen.   

 

Discussion: Part B:  COUNTS ONE, TWO, AND EIGHT: FALSE ARREST/FALSE 

IMPRISONMENT AND MALICIOUS PROSECUTION UNDER FLORIDA LAW 

A) Page 21, Para 2, 3, 4, Page 22, Para 1; Magistrate continues the scheme 

surrounding “probable cause” to create the domino effect furthering the 

protection RICO. 

 

Discussion: Part C:  COUNT ELEVEN: VIOLATION OF PLAINTIFF’s RIGHT TO 

DUE PROCESS OF LAW UNDER THE 14th AMENDMENT OF THE UNITED 

STATE CONSTITUTION: 

Page 22-32: In this section Magistrate refers accurately to a previous filing wherein this 

Court is believed to have exhibited BIAS which is an ongoing theme to further an 

agenda.  In the referenced case filing in 2017, and the Court’s response the Court 

advised according to the Magistrate’s filing 5:17-cv-169-RNJ/GRJ as we see on Page 

25, Para 2 this Federal Court under Judge Hinkle dismissed the filing “WITH 

PREJUDICE” in an attempt to block any lawful claim possible to Plaintiff, making it 

clear at the outset the Court was biased, complicit, and a co-conspirator in RICO 
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protection racket schemes under Color of Law to cover the unlawful acts of lower court 

officials.  The blocking with prejudice clearly telegraphs a corrupt nature and bend of 

this court which has permeated all attempts to deter the crime spree noted by the lower 

court system and officials.  These and other acts serve to implicate the Court as having a 

role in the overarching scheme(s) to further this agenda making each individual party to 

the whole scheme and all the acts to further to include some 100 named persons, 1000+ 

tampered/concealed documents, concealed recordings, and a host of retaliatory 

measures.  It is anticipated retaliatory measures will continue connecting all co-

conspirators past, present and future to the original and ongoing acts.   

 In the absurd decision made final by HINKLE the corrupt magistrate in the 

“Report/Recommendation” herein is the same as then indicating repeated, 

custom/practice corruption of a RICO protection racket.  It seems clear the court is 

corrupt.  It is unavoidable from the vantage point of a Pro Se Plaintiff wrangling against 

perpetual corruption unchecked for 2 years in this case, stemming from 5 years of 

corruption in other judicial angles of abuse. 

 For the record Plaintiff was not fully aware of the preclusion under the “with 

prejudice” scheme implemented by the Judge in the early ruling.  As the issue is 

presently reviewed a number of pursuits ongoing at the time were promptly withdrawn 

following the request for a “Stay of Execution” by Plaintiff.  In that withdrawal it was 

noted an ongoing blackmail/extortion scheme involving State officials.  The corruption 
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penetrates and permeates each round it seems likely helping explain the ongoing crime 

spree under color of law in the district and the reluctance for this Court and officials to 

commence criminal investigation of officials involved. 

 This Court’s deep permeating bias against Pro Se litigants seems to continue 

raising its head.  In effort to demonstrate additional issues aside from the Bias issues 

previously noted in this case Plaintiff further offers the following to assist in 

demonstrating the custom/practice uses of intimidation of witnesses/litigants by this 

Court to include the above referenced incident(s). 

A) Court’s rejection of rights of litigant in advance regarding pursuit of “mental 

competency” scheme by lower courts. 

B) Courts rejection of rights of litigant in advance regarding prosecution of corrupt 

prosecutors/schemes in the lower courts. 

C) Court’s rejection of rights of litigant in advance of final presentation in the 

“wanted poster” scheme by the Sheriff/BIRGE/Defendants. 

D) Court’s bias permeates the Report and Recommendation in this case, and leading 

to this point to include fabrication of issues in an attempt to derail a lawful Rule 

56 filing (Fraud by the Magistrate/Clerk/Court).  This error called out appears to 

have created an onus on this Magistrate/Clerk to continue their scheme to corrupt 

the case such that the original fraud scheme(s) can be termed “mute” by this 

Court.  We entered a slippery slope as soon as the “slow roll” schemes, bias, and 
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other schemes were noted in the proceedings of this case to include requirement 

to submit evidence 7+ times, notice of numerous fraud/mail fraud schemes, and a 

host of indiscretions by Court officials and co-conspirators. 

E) For numerous reasons the court appears corrupt.  Sadly, it is not anticipated that 

justice can be served for anyone in the manner in which this court is operated at 

this level.  DOJ audit of this situation would likely make a difference in the 

schemes of corruption afoot. 

Discussion: Part D:   

In this section the Magistrate discusses “supplemental jurisdiction” following what 

appears an over-arching deceptive plan to avoid federal oversight and jurisdiction as an 

ongoing, custom/practice scheme to avoid all responsibilities.  Numerous examples are 

given of the Court’s apparent failures, bias, and predisposition against Pro Se’s, and 

those believed impaired.  This Court has continued to demonstrate bias for 2+ years in 

this case to include denial of conference requests, denial of subpoenas for critical 

information, multiple frauds, deceptions, and schemes other than adversarial issues.  

This Court appears to be partial/biased to a point of directly opposing the pro se, and 

potentially all litigants in what is appearing an ongoing protection racket scheme.  It 

cannot be seen any other way.  This Court actively adjudicates opinion in advance of 

presentation as we have seen in numerous instances, and litigates or analyzes cases to fit 

the presupposition as shown in this case in multiple instances.  The illusion of justice in 
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this process and the perpetuated corruption is evident.  As soon as Plaintiff began 

reporting the trafficking (human/drugs), money laundering/theft, and crimes to include 

civil rights abuses as a scheme of the underlying system abnormal resources and efforts 

to target the undersigned were engaged as we can see in this process.  The cover-up 

continues.  Retaliation is anticipated to further the rounds of this scheme involving all 

those connected past, present, and future.  A cease and desist would be wise, but 

anticipate framing in a blackmail/extortion scheme moving forward.  As stated by 

Defendant BIRGE in his Deposition (Concealed) 10/8/2015 Whidden had concern of 

being unlawfully imprisoned through the conspiracy and collusion of corrupt officials.  

The corruption in our system is evident and can stop easily if/when oversight agencies 

engage the role they were put in place to address. 

The corrupt magistrate recommends absurd ideas to the district judge in regard to how 

to manage this case.  The magistrate is corrupt.  The magistrate appears tasked to derail 

legitimate claims thru corrupt measures.  He appears low integrity and dishonest in 

nature.  To remand this to a lower court where the criminal scheme was seeded seems 

idiotic.  To allow this court furthering the criminal scheme of the lower court to have 

decision authority at all seems equally idiotic.  This Court has violated its obligation of 

public trust, and the recommendation to remand to lower courts known to be in a 

corrupt scheme of conspiracy appears criminal of this misguided magistrate. 
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 Justice seems illusive given the appearance and track record of this Court from 

the vantage point of this Plaintiff.  This is a color of law illusion of a justice system.  

The Defense knew they did not have to respond, nor comply with rule of federal 

procedure or common decency, because the Court would cover for them.  It has been 

outlined and demonstrated numerous times in numerous ways. 

 

  

 

Attached: 2/15/2021 Request for Expansion of Time as a sworn set of statements 

incorporated as part of this affidavit Response to Report/Recommendation. 

 

The Courts appear now to have a vested interest in furthering the original scheme with 

motives to conceal systemic ongoing processes appearing at war with the intentions of 

the U.S. Constitution.  The operational and implementation policies appear flawed.  In 

numerous outlined instances this Court has reverted to what appears willful deceptions 

to achieve a pre-adjudicated, bias determination.  If there is any effort to reconcile and 

address this situation, full sanctions must be initiated against Defense in every single 

area revealed separately with full brunt of the law, charges of contempt, forgeries, and 

offenses against Defense as stated, Defense attorneys must all be barred permanently 

from practice of law, Court officials must be fully terminated and investigated 
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criminally, full criminal investigation fo third parties as directed by Plaintiff herein and 

other filings, and the case must be re-assessed from the beginning allowing Plaintiff to 

address deficiencies, with the following to be initiated immediately. 

1) Full Third Party Subpoenas (to include reading files on these matters) to 

authenticate evidence amidst a clearly revealed fraud scheme (with numerous 

patterns) seems a good option to clearing up the crime spree to which the Court 

appears party in this case.  This Court failing to address a single fraud assertion in 

any manner clearly makes them party failing attempt to verify.  Furthering the 

fraud/crime spree with the Court’s own corrupt actions entangles the Court in a 

fraud scheme conducted in their theoretical venue and authority with them party 

in numerous ways.  The repetitive and voluminous nature of the Court’s corrupt 

behavior appears Custom/Practice RICO. 

2) Sanctions of the Defense for numerous frauds, fraud schemes, avoidance of 

responsibility and corruption to which they baited the Court to party should/could 

begin to turn the tide on this level of corruption apparently endorsed by the Court 

otherwise.  The Court clearly appears a partner in all factions of the Defense’s 

criminal abuse of this civil opportunity.  Even a crook can see the case behind us 

was a historical abuse of judicial process.  The present and ongoing judicial abuse 

is fully responsibility of the corrupt individuals partying with it to further the 

underlying RICO.  RICO to further RICO. 
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3) Full DOJ audit is warranted with full pursuit and exposure of judicial corruption 

which appears rampant.  There is a full scale crime spree under color of law in 

the Florida 14th District judicial process involving all personnel it seems. 

A) DOJ audit should include but not be limited to 14th District State of Florida 

corruption in prosecution and implementation of judicial practice including in 

depth review of a judges coming from the 14th District prosecutor office and 

their practices therein. 

i) Numerous examples are available however substantial information can 

be found by investigating Attorney Laura Wahlquist-Parish who 

partnered with District Judge (then SAO Asst Prosecutor) Anna Maria 

Garcia and other such as District Judge Shonna May.  Wahlquist is 

known for materially tampering court and legal documents following 

approval/signature of litigants (after the fact alterations), abuse of 

speedy trial rights, manipulation of evidence schemes, and a host of 

issues.  Plaintiff can guide a well intentioned legitimate investigation. 

ii) Those under the guise of Color of Law operating under Glenn Hess and 

Larry Basford implemented a wide array of unlawful schemes and 

framing/blackmail mechanisms to incarcerate and prosecute innocent 

persons maliciously.  It is custom and practice (RICO) in this district. 
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iii) An example of the widespread, ubiquitous frauds and fraud schemes 

deemed a crime spree in JCSO and the 14th Judicial Circuit are the drug 

planting operations of Zachary Wester which required everyone 

connected to avoid their misprision of felony requirements to turn in a 

criminally operating counterpart.  It can be reasonably demonstrated 

Wester a 2nd generation JCSO officer was operating as directed by 

JCSO in the wide ranging RICO scheme(s).  It is reasonably possible to 

demonstrate all within the office knew of the corruption and none 

intervened, therefore all are complicit in the scheme and cover-up.  

Failure of “Misprision of Felony” rules to address ongoing crimes 

against citizenry as an organized crime unit…..As the crooked court 

cringes with crossing over this issue, it all fits together through 

evidence and file tampering schemes, persons, roles, and threats under 

Color of Law.  A proper DOJ criminal investigation to include USC 

Title 42 Section 1985 abuses, and Title 18 Section 2071 abuses are 

routine.  FRAUD IS NORMAL IN THE UNDERLYING SYSTEM AS 

IT IS COVERED BY THE FEDERAL SCHEMES. 

iv) Public defender office under Herman Larramore and Mark Sims has 

furthered and partnered schemes by willfully failing in their fiduciaries 

leading to corrupt prosecution and “deals” that lacked substance in a 
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wide range of schemes.  One ongoing scheme by Public Defenders is to 

con a litigant to take a path of least resistance plea to accept/plea to 

things they did not do to expedite the corrupt process of litigation. In so 

doing the “defender”(pretender) cons the litigant to make a plea, only 

later to find the litigant’s rights are violated in a subsequent probation 

violation scheme racking up charges and issues for innocent persons 

entangling them in the “system”.  This appears a custom and practice 

scheme to set people up.  A demonstration of routine State and Federal 

law offenses of the corrupt Public Defender office is the Fla Stat 24.70 

Section 8 failure to cover widespread frauds………..Of course the 

Federal Court failing the subpoena runs a cover scheme, “Protection 

Racket” under the ongoing RICO scheme. 

v) Probation officers and those involved in substance abuse and 

monitoring programs appear corrupt facilitating probation violation 

schemes in an entangling web of deception to perpetually incarcerate 

people through elaborate setup schemes some of which outlined above. 

vi) The abuses under the JCSO crime spree seem to know no bounds.  

These schemes are facilitated and partnered with the 14th District Courts 

and prosecutors.  This Federal Court system operates as a cover scheme 
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or protection racket for it all.  This federal court has actively 

demonstrated corruption to further their schemes. 

vii) Numerous examples of JCSO crimes are made within this case and 

filing.  This federal court is attempting to bury the crimes revealed and 

the case to expose it as they are complicit and facilitating the crimes of 

the lower court officials. 

B) DOJ audit should include the use/manipulation of law enforcement and 

resources as custom and practice by JCSO for a wide range of fraud schemes 

to include but not limited to drug trafficking, human trafficking, money 

laundering and theft/conversion schemes.  These schemes are often facilitated 

by other judicial officers and officials. 

4) Plaintiff as Affiant has been unduly harassed and abused by this Court under a 

Color of Law scheme offering Cover of Law to lower court officials and criminal 

activity.  The Plaintiff should not be further taxed or burdened by this corrupt 

system corrupting both Civil and Due Process Rights of a citizen.  The thought 

that Plaintiff should refile within a corrupt lower court system following 

corruption at the federal level is an absurd requirement by this criminal enterprise 

to further frustrate a known impaired Pro Se who has been patient throughout the 

many noted scheme attempts thus far.  This is a criminal enterprise, so triable. 
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5) Initiate subpoenas of all third party and first party records (and related reading 

files) by all entities in this case to include but not limited to: Prosecutors, Public 

Defenders, Sheriff, Mental Health Doctors, Clerk of Jackson County. 

6) Initiate with full follow through of a legitimate USC Title 18 Section 2071 

criminal investigation (to include full array of charges and maximum 

prosecution) into document tampering/manipulation with ability to follow 

criminal fraud, theft, money laundering, human trafficking, drug trafficking, etc 

as conducted by Sheriff, Sheriff Personnel, Jackson County Jail, Prosecutors and 

all 14th District Florida judicial personnel. 

7) Admit to the criminal manipulation of documents, facts, and court case in this 

federal jurisdiction passing this case onwards to a suitable jurisdiction for 

intervention as appointed by the Appellate Court upon review of the corruption 

and admission of corruption by Court officers. 

8) Investigate, charge, and fully prosecutor attorney Laura Wahlquist-Parish who 

implemented and instigated much of the foundational corruption of this case.  As 

custom and practice she was responsible for a host of legal indiscretions 

operating as directed and otherwise by Larry Basford and Glenn Hess.  Plaintiff 

has substantial information regarding the criminal operatives of that office (SAO) 

surrounding a host of crimes and criminal activity by Hess, Garcia, Wahlquist 

and others.  Basford is well aware of and party to the ongoing crime spree. 
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9) Investigate, charge, and fully prosecute H.Guy Green and Mark Sims of Public 

Defender office as well as staff named in Response to MSJ for their role in fraud 

and concealment of material information, exculpatory evidence of a client, 

concealing of their file in violation of Fla Statute 24.70, and further schemes to 

conceal depositions and knowledge thereof for 5+ years to and including this 

case. 

10) State Jurisdiction as suggested by the corrupt/criminally operating “Magistrate” 

is absurd for the following reasons: 

a) This corrupt scheme was founded in and operated by the corrupt state court 

system. 

b) Circuit Court Judges are corrupt entities often coming from 14th Judicial SAO 

office. 

c) Judge Shonna May (14th District) presided over the underlying case and 

clearly facilitated criminal operations to be uncovered by a legitimate 

investigation. 

d) Anna Maria Garcia (Judge 14th District) is clearly corrupt in that she was the 

overseer in the SAO office during the corrupt handling of the underlying case, 

manager facilitating the Zachary Wester drug planting schemes, and otherwise 

integrally connected to the corrupt JCSO through her husband who 
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works/worked for JCSO, and ran for Sheriff until investigated for campaign 

funding corruption believed facilitated by his wife the judge. 

e) Public Defender office/officers clearly and conspicuously have conspired to 

conceal exculpatory evidence in collusion with the SAO office, and they 

continue in violation to this day. 

f) The abuse of process and malicious prosecution by incompetents in the lower 

court arena are almost universal.  DOJ audit of the corruption would reveal a 

host of abuses routine by incompetent and corrupt prosecutors and officials.   

 

 

FROM PREVIOUSLY SERVED DOCUMENTS I REMIND YOU FACTUALLY 

THE FOLLOWING IS SWORN TRUE AS IS THE FOREGOING: 

A) Defendant BIRGE conspired in a scheme of extortion/theft/fraud with Complainant SLAY 

in Sheriff’s case (2015-009475) as inferred in electronic text by SLAY Exhibit 1, Part R, 

“Play Dirty” Text 5/11/2015 page 275 of 442 bottom of text; BIRGE and SLAY partied in a 

hearsay case with NO investigation, no evidence, no witnesses, no crime, no probable cause 

and no lawful foundation prior to filing with SAO.  (Exhibit 1, Part A, page 13, 14 of 442, 

main body of text advises there was no visit, nor investigation for case 2015-009475) 

B) BIRGE and SLAY had conspired previously in a similar case/instance (replication of 

scheme A above) involving Jessica Millard, making this a repetitive scheme staged before 
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(likely RICO).  From Defense presentation of BINDER1.pdf pages WHI1-59, WHI1-60, 

WHI1—61, WHI1-62, WHI1-63, WHI1-64 ,WHI1-65, 

C) Sheriff, Defendant BIRGE and his accomplice SLAY (complainant) conspired with Jeremy 

Tolbert (jail employee) as outlined in voice mail wherein Tolbert states he will block the 

gate at Plaintiff property and deny entry to all, using the Sheriff as a tool of his retribution.  

(Exhibit 1, Part N, page 252-253, beginning center of 252 Tolbert identifies himself, makes 

threats, implicates Sheriff in his scheme to block all attendees, an admission of guilt 

provided to Sheriff/BIRGE.  Page 253 Second Call Minute 2:06 (Bold for emphasis) Tolbert 

makes a threat to block the entrance. 

D) Sheriff representative (Ellerbee) conspired with property manager to tamper 

evidence/conceal/dispose of evidence (hazmat/meth) per radio log 5/7/2015, (Defense 

Exhibits, BINDER1.pdf, Exhibit WHI-1). 

E) Sheriff (Donnie Branch/Larry BIRGE) conspired with SAO and public defender office to 

conceal exculpatory evidence (emails) and other relevant data, photos, communications, and 

evidence considered BRADY MATERIAL. (SAO17, SAOTwilight file, Sheriff 

Correspondence files) 

F) Sheriff (C.Edwards) conspired with SAO and others to conceal attendance, evidence, 

exculpatory information, while committing 4th Amendment violations.  (Exhibit 1, Part B 

page 22 of 442 center paragraph circled) 
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G) Officers of SAO conspired with Public Defenders (and Sheriff/Investigator) to conceal 

evidence (Deposition testimony of Investigator Defendant BIRGE). (Exhibit 1, Part C 

“Transcript of Deposition” Concealed Pages 24-26 of 442; Exhibit 1, Part G Page 220 of 442 

last sentence of first paragraph attempting to conceal deposition of 10/8/2015 on 11/14/2019 

ongoing scheme; Exhibit 1, Part H Page 230 of 442 only sentence denying access to BOTH 

depositions Fraud by Public Defender office to conceal 10/8/2015 depositions.). 

H) SAO conspired with Sheriff to conceal/retain personal property seized through unlawful 

action (4th Amendment) to include retention of property and records for 4+ years including 

withholding (theft/conversion) following lawful resolution and by defense counsel in this 

case.  No records have been produced nor exist for removals from Plaintiff property 

7/31/2015, from Plaintiff vehicle 7/29-30/2015, or from Plaintiff’s person at any point in 

time. (See Exhibits from Plaintiff response to MSJ/Exhibits DD: ACAP Florida Bar filings 

against SAO and Public Defender as accomplices). (Exhibit 1, Part DD Pages 339 to 348; 

349 to 354 of 442). 

I) Sheriff, Public Defender, and SAO conspired as discussed by Defendant BIRGE in sworn 

record by Defendant BIRGE 10/8/2015 which had been aggressively concealed for nearly 5 

years.  (Exhibit 1, Part C “Transcript of Deposition” Concealed, Pages 24-26 of 442). 

J) Sheriff, Defendant BIRGE conspired with SAO/Public Defender (H. Guy Green) to post and 

maintain a public notice in the foyer of the Court House in Marianna for 9+ months without 

any form of process, nor justification. (As evidence in docket 15-276CF and complaints filed 
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against H.Guy Green with ACAP Florida Bar.) (From CD#6, 

2016.2.22.Defamation.Photo.pdf) 

K) Defendant BIRGE conspired with SAO to intimidate/coerce Plaintiff Whidden from access 

to Jackson County Court house Marianna (Title 42 Section 1985 section 2 violation) as 

evidenced in the court docket via a virtual “Wanted Poster”(11/2015 thru 10/2016 

estimated), in the voice mail recordings left by BIRGE(11/2015) (Exhibit 1, Page 255 of 

442, Message 11, Birge advising Plaintiff of FALSE Trespass Order), and in other 

records concealed from this Court by Defense.  (From CD#6, 

2016.2.22.Defamation.Photo.pdf) (Exhibit 1, Part N transcript, page 252-253) 42 USC 1985: 

Conspiracy to interfere with civil rights 

(2) Obstructing justice; intimidating party, witness, or juror 

 

If two or more persons in any State or Territory conspire to deter, by force, intimidation, or 

threat, any party or witness in any court of the United States from attending such court, or 

from testifying to any matter pending therein, freely, fully, and truthfully, or to injure such 

party or witness in his person or property on account of his having so attended or testified, or 

to influence the verdict, presentment, or indictment of any grand or petit juror in any such 

court, or to injure such juror in his person or property on account of any verdict, 

presentment, or indictment lawfully assented to by him, or of his being or having been such 

juror; or if two or more persons conspire for the purpose of impeding, hindering, 
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obstructing, or defeating, in any manner, the due course of justice in any State or 

Territory, with intent to deny to any citizen the equal protection of the laws, or to 

injure him or his property for lawfully enforcing, or attempting to enforce, the right of 

any person, or class of persons, to the equal protection of the laws; 

L) Sheriff, SAO/Public Defender and counsel for defense conspired to conceal radio call 

records and documentation of a meeting held between Plaintiff and arresting officer 

(Quinton Hollis) on 7/30/2015 following release from jail.  Meeting was staged by 

DEFENDANT BIRGE.  Record exists in radio call page 2, JCSOFOIA.pdf.  At this meeting 

personal property concealed from record, retained by JCSO/Sheriff unlawfully was in part 

returned. CONCEALED Exhibit 1, Part Z page 333 of 442 (Hollis radio log of visitation.)   

M) The Sheriff/Office conspired with the office of Judge Mercer (Probation Officer Stacey 

Goodson) who on 7/31/2015 (10am) contacted Plaintiff ordering him to unlock the gate to 

his property under threat of probation.  The removal of lock on the gate by order of the 

Probation officer facilitated 4th Amendment access/violation by officers (Sheriff officer 

Tipton and others) who removed personal property from the Plaintiff/Pollywog 

property.  Property was not at any time inventoried before, during or after facilitating 

conversion/theft of personal property, obstruction of justice, tampering with evidence, and a 

host of issues outlined by Plaintiff in response to Court/Sheriff in a timely manner.  Exhibit 

1, Part DD, Page 354 of 442, Conditional Release violated, noting Part N at the bottom of 

page. 
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N) The removal of personal property without inventory allowed Sheriff personnel to facilitate 

removals by complainant SLAY who they conspired with at the outset and throughout.  

Radio log concealed by BIRGE/Sheriff. Exhibit 1, Part DD, Page 354 of 442, Conditional 

Release violated, noting Part N at the bottom of page. 

O) In material portions of this case the Counsel for Defense, Sheriff, SAO, and Public 

Defenders have conspired to conceal (defraud) public record access, blocking and 

manipulating public archived data found (or not found) in FOIA’s.  This demonstrates an 

ongoing current aggressive commitment to the original conspiracy/schemes as Plaintiff 

asserts RICO to further RICO. 

P) In BINDER1.pdf, page WHI1-53, WHI1-107, WHI1-104 we see where Defense Counsel, 

Sheriff, SAO, and Public Defender have conspired to conceal the actual inventory records 

and personal property records as recently as this case.  A conspiracy which continues all the 

way to the filing of the frivolous MSJ 3/5/2020 by Defense Counsel.  This is a Title 18 

Section 2071 violation, a violation of FOIA access/rights, and civil rights records 

compliance. 

Q) The Sheriff and BIRGE conspired with SAO (State Attorney Office) to remove and retain 

private property of an unnamed inventory, quantity and quality through a spurious arrest and 

detainment scheme, on 7/31/2015, Radio log concealed by Sheriff. 

R) The schemes of the Jackson County Sheriff Office and their accomplices are repetitive, 

ongoing, and aggressive. 
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S) The schemes of the Jackson County Sheriff Office are pervasive well outside their 

jurisdiction and venue through accomplices statewide as exhibited in a 143 page FCIC, 

NCIC, FDLE FOIA response. 

T) The schemes and aggression of Jackson County Sheriff office have spilled over into other 

jurisdictions with other related aggressions creating an organic nature which perpetuates 

with no sign of relief. 

U) SAO who was working in tandem throughout this scheme with Sheriff made multiple 

references in their files and filings to a belief that Plaintiff was mentally impaired.  SAO and 

their accomplices have made efforts to conceal or destroy the mental competency 

questions/issues from their files following filing of a section 825 RICO charge in this case. 

A corporate wide scheme (RICO) appears prevalent through the experience 

and investigation by Plaintiff. The SHERIFF appears to head a corporate wide 

scheme to steal property (conversion/theft) through modified Civil Asset 

Seizure mechanisms lacking paper trail.  As such a Color of Law theft ring 

(RICO) is being operated as an organized crime unit involving the entire office 

and staff of SHERIFF.  In said conspiracy SHERIFF personnel follow the lead 

of SAO who enjoys protection under an abuse of power (immunities) while 

directing the records, property, and manipulation schemes.  The “ill-gotten 

gain” from the SHERIFF scheme allows for untaxed revenues/gains to occur 

through an organized crime ring under Color of Law.   The SHERIFF and his 
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entire staff are engaged in schemes to defraud the IRS, Department of 

Treasury, and US Government through Color of Law schemes against citizens. 

SAO is party with knowledge.  Public Defenders are party with knowledge.  

Judges appear party with knowledge.  Criminal Investigation has been 

requested multiples of times.  The hoax investigation/scheme of BIRGE with 

SLAY and SAO appear proximate cause to Plaintiff’s introduction to this 

criminal organization and tactics….. THIS IS A RICO SCHEME FROM THE 

TOP OF THE ORGANIZATION TO PURPOSELY OBSCURE ALL PROPERTY 

SEIZURES, RECORDS, AND INVENTORIES.  THIS SHERIFF IS RUNNING A 

NUMBER OF RICO SCHEMES UNDER COLOR OF LAW.  When a person is 

presented Exhibit 1, Part E, pages 211, 212 in blank as the form specifies under the 

name of the Sheriff, the person must GUESS at the inventory on hand, fill out the 

paperwork, go away, and then is contacted by the Sheriff office if/when they locate 

whatever the person guessed was in possession.  THIS form has been concealed 

from record(s), Sheriff, and most third party records furthering the scheme to 

conceal official records, personal property, etc.  The Sheriff LACKS immunity 

running this scheme.   This is an organized theft scheme lacking proper property 

inventory controls, tracking, etc.  This is why the property tracking in the Defense 

case has been forged/tampered, and considered fraudulent.  There is no way for 

them to clean up this fraud, Sheriff lacks clean hands as an entire organization.  
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Sheriff by design is part of the Conspiracy to cause Intentional Infliction of 

Emotional Distress, Count 13 of the Second Amended Complaint. 

 

 

 

The words in this memorandum number, 25,232, addressing a multitude of conspiracy type 

activity and attempts by Defense and their co-conspirators.  This notice required 113 total 

numbered pages with attachments to outline the issues herein. 

 

Plaintiff pleads the clearly corrupt operating Court to accept this explanation of present 

position prepared under duress. 
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Pursuant to Section 117.05(13)(a), Florida Statutes, the following notarial certificate is sufficient 

for an oath or affirmation: 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ________  

Sworn to (or affirmed) and subscribed before me by means of [_ ] physical presence or [_ ] 

online notarization, this (        ) this (    ) day of (           ), (          ),  

by (                                                                  )..  

  

(NOTARY SEAL) 
 

Personally Known ______ OR Produced Identification _______ 

Type of Identification Produced_______________________________________________  

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

                                                                          

 THEODORE L. WHIDDEN 

 March 23, 2020 

  P.O. Box 158, Chipley, Fla 32428 

 850-685-2353 

 TedWhidden@gmail.com  

 

Sent via Email to Defense near time of filing. 

 

  

mailto:TedWhidden@gmail.com
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Attachment One (Extension Request): 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

THEODORE L “TED” WHIDDEN, CASE NO.: 5:19cv80-MCR-MJF 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

LOUIS S. ROBERTS III, in his official 

capacity as Sheriff, Jackson 

County, Florida, and LARRY BIRGE, 

individually, 

  

Defendant. 

____________________________________/ 

Expansion of Time Request  

for proper Response to Report and Recommendation 
 

 Plaintiff received a mailed report of Magistrate dated 1/29/2021.  The receipt 

of the document as sent appears delayed, and thus a compounding effect on 

formulating response has and is occurring.    

 In prior notices/filings, this type/style situation has been identified at times 

as deliberate noting the clerk has at times obscured, delayed, or manipulated 

postmarks, dates, and sending of documents in regards to this case.   This appears a 

custom/practice issue of undue delay and obstruction that will bear out given 

opportunity to demonstrate same.  (Court has ignored the notices it seems yet 
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magistrate makes reference for the first time in the dubious 

“report/recommendation”.) 

 Thus far the Court has ignored due process for a host of their own 

obstruction/fraud and that of the defense failing reasonable due process for the 

Plaintiff, thus furthering the original underlying schemes cited as conspiracy by 

Plaintiff.  Some of these issues have been outlined leading to this but ignored by 

this Court.  It appears this new report builds on previous trends creating 

complications with knowledge by the Court and its officials following notice. 

 As we have seen an impeachment trial televised with tampered/fraud 

evidence cited as due process failure we must reflect on the SUBSTANTIAL, 

numerous, and repetitive fraud schemes outlined in this case and underlying case 

obscuring virtually all evidence presented all levels from inception to present in this 

case.  The underlying case evidences “Brady Requests” leading to the failed trial 

indicating evidence was never properly made available.  This is further 

demonstrated by the current/present denial of State Public Defender denying access 

to their files (violation of Florida Law and Fraud).  Further still, the denial of 

subpoenas by this Court further facilitated the evidence fraud schemes which have 

been revealed yet ignored by the Court in this case.  Fraudulent evidence has been 

presented and misrepresented by Defense and subsequently this Court failing 

authentication through subpoena or other means.  The Defense used fraud and 
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fraudulent claims to avoid mediation, meetings, and all forms of conference in 

violation of Federal Rules.  Much of this has been pointed out by the Plaintiff, yet 

ignored by the Court who clearly appears to be aiding and abetting the criminal 

schemes of the Defense.   This complicates the Court’s case noting conflicts that 

must be fleshed out. 

 The report comes at a rather inopportune time necessitating requirement for 

additional time for Plaintiff to respond/address the issues due in part to the 

following unavoidable third-party obstacles noted in part as follows.: 

1) Delay in receiving the Court Recommendation and report due to 

Rejection/denial of services at the Chipley post office, following the  

presidential executive order requiring masks in federal buildings.  

Background: The U.S. Post Office improperly addressed mask mandates 

denying customers service.  This denial of services and rejection from the 

building without service appears to have potentially affected or delayed 

receipt of the mailing.  (Multi-faceted issue addressed by regional manager to 

local post offices in writing.) (Numerous frauds/schemes underlie the 

underlying action/orders.)   

2) All libraries in the area are closed, no access to computer/workspace.  This is 

in part due to the ongoing Covid-19 scheme and other issues it would seem 

connected to hurricane Sally flooding of public buildings.  There is no public 
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access to resources for research, preparation, work space, nor presentation of 

the documents.  (It is anticipated there is no hurry to re-open library amidst 

the Covid-19 issues believed manufactured for fear/control.) 

3) Lacking adequate resources a response/Draft is being attempted using a 

phone making document management and such extremely problematic.  The 

resultant is creating a “patchwork quilt” of response document on contentious 

issues of which there are many. 

4) Ongoing health impediments and fornication to include what now appears a 

triggering effect (PTSD) from the extreme manipulation/corruption believed 

underlying this case and related issues.  An intermittent toxic shock issue 

affecting nervous system is clearly caught on the deposition taken 2/2020 

attempted concealed by Defense.  Further to this condition and related effects 

were subject of the concealed conspiracy memo to file by prosecutors dated 

2/22/2016 which has been avoided/buried by this Court.  Further to this, this 

Court has been advised from July 2019 filings of trying condition possibly 

leading to a Fla Statute Section 825 protected disabled.  It is with certainty as 

subject matter of this case the Court should be aware they are manipulating a 

situation of someone once believed impaired.   
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5) This Court has previously weighed in seemingly in error on issues which 

have been seemingly muddled with intent in the federal 

report/recommendation.  This can become clear given a proper report. 

6) Initial review demonstrates numerous and substantial information, 

applications and tactics employed in furthering schemes previously 

identified, yet continuing to unfold.  Someone appears to have worked very 

hard at obscuring the truth in material areas to create an illusion to deceive 

this Court.  If the Court and/or others are deceived then this scheme to 

defraud is perfected by the defense, by the Court in this Court, and thus 

additional problems arise.  It would be best to allow adequate time to address 

the contentious issues and material misrepresentations by the Court under this 

Magistrate who demonstrates a pattern of material manipulation of fact to 

facilitate a conspiracy with the Defense. 

7) Initial review demonstrates new potential conflicts to include conflicted 

persons involved in the case from the Court’s side.  Familial connections 

have now emerged wherein Court personnel requested to be recused for their 

performance may have had other motives and issues requiring their recusal 

before their schemes were uncovered.  (The Court’s previous fraud schemes 

masked the names of those involved, thus fraud in the concealment of those 

committing the Fraud (a layered RICO scheme).  Now, as their names are 
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revealed the similarity of last names and familial connections appear to be 

unveiled.) 

8) Initial review demonstrates numerous and substantial due process issues in 

the report/recommendation which appears to have taken some 3 months to 

fabricate utilizing material frauds/deceptions by defense and their co-

conspirators.  This has occurred repetitively throughout with knowledge of 

the court lacking due process as a custom and practice. 

 

This report and recommendation incorrectly incorporates a number of issues, 

while excluding material issues to favor the defendant who it has been 

demonstrated is a co-conspirator on issues with this Court. Clarity, truth and 

integrity is important for all in this case, and the Plaintiff seems to be the only 

one bringing that perspective.  It is requested that a realistic/truthful presentation 

is allowed to address the substantial corruption of issues presented once again by 

the Magistrate.  The Magistrate and his team have repetitively demonstrated a 

lack of integrity from a  corrupted foundation, intent, and process in numerous 

ways, part of which has been identified previously which likely provides motive 

and pattern for the continued schemes under color of law.  It is extremely 

upsetting as the Court and its presentations/handling does in fact appear to 

operate as a protection racket under Color of Law pushing an agenda.  It is now 
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rather obvious why the Defense found no reason to properly respond or provide 

legitimate evidence or materials throughout.  The Court is biased as can once 

again be demonstrated given opportunity to address this abuse of process 

founded in this hoax report/recommendation.  The District Judge operating from 

a position of willful blindness or contrived ignorance to the corrupt 

underpinnings of her office is a scheme to mask responsibility (RICO Scheme).  

The District Judge was notified previously through multiple filings of 

inadequacies in treatment of the Plaintiff.  The District Judge facilitated the 

underlying scheme it appears with knowledge, forethought, as a custom and 

practice. 

 At initial reviews of the document in hand it appears a number of materially 

mis-stated issues.  These material misrepresentations are not quite the same as 

the outlandish fabrications in previous documents by the Court as outlined in 

numerous filings such as those related to the May 2020 scheme to block 

affidavit, false narrative, and Rule 56 scheme attempted by this Court, but the 

recommendations build on that foundation in a way.  This poses a number of 

issues for all involved which I would hope cool heads and time can help to 

properly address.  Further to this within this document it triggers several other 

related/peripheral issues that may significantly affect the lead in and outcome.  

Seemingly, someone did a lot of work, however under a pre-determined agenda 
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to establish an outcome.  This seems a trend wherein this Court repetitively 

(Custom and Practice) formulates a concept/pre-judgement and then backs into 

the evidence to disallow whatever needed to create the end.  It is with certainty 

this needs to be fleshed out before this Court makes final judgment.   It is the 

request of this Pro Se litigant that time be allowed to get the issues better aligned 

for finalization, lest it be premature and problematic for all involved.   

 It is reasonably certain this Court has violated a number of due process 

rights, civil rights, opportunities, and responsibilities to include Federal Rules 

that may need to be fleshed out prior to finalization so that all can be on level 

ground for a full and final resolution when that time comes.  It seems entirely 

inefficient and short-sighted to the point of desperation to force this issue on a 

tight timeline given the position put forward by the Magistrate who should have 

been recused prior to now for cause.  

 The 1/29/2021 Report/Recommendation by the Court/Magistrate is 

confirmed in hand this 2/14/2021 Valentine’s Day.  It is anticipated that 2 weeks 

more or less may be required to address the first round of inequities in the 

Court’s presentation with complete review completed in 4 weeks, with response 

delivered to this Court.  The Court/Defense team have clearly utilized 

“Inequitable Doctrine” type/style issues leading to this point, and a small amount 
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of time to duly address this seemingly final round would seem desirable for all 

involved to get this part right. 

 

Rule 7.1B Declaration: 

Plaintiff has previously advised this Court the Defense has refused all discussion, 

conferences, etc in spite of their stating they have taken place (material 

misrepresentation in nearly all filings).  Defense has worked diligently to ignore or 

obscure process and communications throughout.  It is anticipated the Defense has an 

opinion, yet for nearing 2 years we have not communicated outside this forum/style, 

and Defense has requested we address them through Court only.  Plaintiff has filed with 

this Court the rejection of communication by lead counsel for Defense.   The Court has 

refused to address the conference failures for nearing two years prejudicing process for 

Plaintiff to include failure of discovery, evidence (impropriety, fakes, forgeries, 

concealements, etc) , subpoenas, communications, compliance and a host of issues, 

noting NOT A SINGLE CONFERENCE OF ANY NATURE HAS TAKEN PLACE in 

two years.  Adequate notice has been provided to this Court regarding failures with no 

substantial action/assistance.  We have arrived at this destination by a system in need of 

repair.  The Court appears in gross dereliction of duties as a co-conspirator complicit 

with the Defense facilitating numerous due process failure schemes.  This deserves 

clarification yet further, not empty assertions.  Plaintiff requests time to prepare. 

 

It took 3 months (from 10/2020 to 1/2021) for the Court to fabricate their narrative and 

farce this round to shore up previous rounds believed and demonstrated deceptive.  

Should the Court/District Judge move expeditiously to approve the 

report/recommendation disallowing proper response then the Fraud of the Court as an 

accomplice and co-conspirator in RICO is “perfected”.  It would seem that Plaintiff 
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could/should be given reasonable time period to prepare a response to such an 

outstanding fable and scheme from your team.  Please allow until 3/24/2021 which is 

our 2 year anniversary lacking conferences, integrity, and due process.  My request is 

deemed reasonable in light of the massive amount of time and disruption to process the 

fraud depositions and concealment, frauds, and fraud schemes given blanket dismissal 

by what appears a corrupt Magistrate filing another corrupt 

report/recommendation/narrative/filing.  It has previously been requested with cause 

that he and his team be recused, a subject he addresses in part which should further 

allow time and response by Plaintiff.  None of this had to become so pretentious and 

contentious.  This is a creation of this Court. 

 

In an effort to prepare for appeal the administrative errors of this Court should be 

allowed to be addressed by my client who patiently seeks judicial integrity.  The Court 

bias should not impede justice in this case. 

 

 

The words in this memorandum number, 2188, requesting time “expansion” for potentially 

the final address in this case. 

 

Plaintiff pleads Court to accept this explanation of present position prepared under duress 

and allow expansion of time to gather thoughts and present a better fact set than put forward 

by those motivated differently. 

 

Prepared under duress for a host of reasons physically and otherwise. 

 

Respectfully, 
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 THEODORE L. WHIDDEN 

 February 15, 2021 

  P.O. Box 158, Chipley, Fla 32428 

 850-685-2353 

 TedWhidden@gmail.com  

 

Sent via Email to Defense near time of filing. 
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